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Learning Disabilities and Lateralization 1

Abstract

The purpose of the present study was to examine whether lateralization patterns for verbal and 

nonverbal material and behavioral presentations differ between children categorized as having a 

verbal (VLD) or nonverbal based learning disability (NLD). Based on their poor visual spatial skills 

and reported difficulties in social perception it was predicted that NLD children would be less 

lateralized with regards to nonverbal stimuli (emotional and musical) and more at risk for social 

problems and internalizing disorders than the VLD group. In the present study the expected left ear 

advantage (LEA) for nonverbal material was not found in any groups while a signiEcant right ear 

advantage (REA) for verbal material was found in all but the VLD group. Contrary to predictions, 

NLD children demonstrated the highest lateralization scores for musical stimuli. No other 

signiEcant differences in lateralization scores were found. W ith regards to behavior, a trend toward 

lower social skills was reported in NLD as compared to the control children. Reasons for the lack 

of expected ear advantages for nonverbal material and future directions for the study of social 

behavior in NLD children are discussed.
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Learning Disabilities and Lateralization 2

Introduction

Learning Disabilities is the umbrella term for a number of heterogeneous disorders all of 

which evidence signiEcant difEculEes in the mastery of one or more of the following: listening, 

speaking, reading, writing, reasoning and mathemaEcal skills (Rourke & Fuerst, 1996). 

Compromised social and adapEve skills are often reported as secondary manifestaEons of these 

difEculEes (Rourke & Fuerst, 1996). The wide range of parameters implied by this deEniEon has 

invited subtyping with two groups commonly idenEEed.

The Erst group is composed of children who exhibit psycholinguisEc deEcits in 

conjuncEon with strengths in visual spaEal organizaEon, tacEle-percepEon, psychomotor speed 

and nonverbal problem solving (Rouike & Fuerst, 1996). Though math skills are sometimes 

impaired, reading and spelling skills are often signiEcanEy more compromised. The term for 

this subtype is language based or verbal learning disabiliEes and those affected appear to be 

more efEcient at tasks thought to be subserved by the right cerebral hemisphere. By contrast, the 

second group demonstrates well developed psycholinguisEc skills with signiEcant problems in 

nonverbal areas menEoned above. Children within this subtype excel at word recogniEon and 

spelling but experience major academic difEculEes with mechanical arithmeEc, suggesting 

greater efSciency ofleA hemisphere funcEons as compared to those subserved by the nght 

hemisphere (Rouike & Fuerst, 1996). These children, exhibiting what is referred to as nonverbal 

leanEng disabiliEes wiE be the focus of this study.

VoMver&z/ ZeurMfMg

The phenomenon of nonverbal leanEng disabiliEes (NLD) was Erst reported by Johnson 

and Myklebust in 1968 (Semrud-Clikeman & Hynd, 1990). Children descnbed by this term are 

unable to comprehend the nuances of non-verbal interacEon and the conceptual problems 

encountered in daily living despite having average or above average verbal capaciEes. Rourke 

and Hamadek (1994) further refined these symptoms into a syndrome comprised of
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 3 

neuropsychological deEcits and assets (Rourke, 1989). These authors emphasize that the 

neuropsychological assets and deEcits of NLD syndrome are causaEve and sequenEal moving 

Eom primary to secondary to terEary with the levels of academic and psychosocial EmcEoiEng 

dependent on the paEem of strengths and weaknesses at each stage throughout this sequence 

(Rourke, 1989).

In terms of neuropsychological strengths, among NLD individuals, simple motor skills 

and auditory perceptual capaciEes speciEcally for repeEEve motoric acts are primary. These 

skills are reEected in secondary and tertiary assets for sustained auditory attenEon and memory 

for simple and rote verbal matenal. These children, aAer an iiEEal lag in language development, 

usually become quite verbose but at the same time constrained in that their verbal ouqout is oAen 

limited to rote EmcEons and associaEons. Receptive language skills such as phonemic 

discnminaEon, segmentaEon and blending are also strong.

Neuropsychological deEcits, most central to the NLD syndrome involve tacEle and 

visual percepEon, psychomotor skills and adaptaEon to novel stimuli (Rourke, 1989). Delays in 

these funcEons create secondary impairments in tactile and visual attenEon and exploratory 

behavior vdEch eventually manifest in poor visual and tacEle memory and deEciencies in 

concept fbrmaEon, problem solving, strategy generaEon, hypothesis testing and uElizaEon of 

infbrmaEonal feedback. As well, speech tends to be excessive and delivered in a rote or 

repeEEve manner with litEe prosody, suggesting a reliance on language as the sole means of 

gathering infbrmaEon, socially relating and relieving anxiety (Rouike, 1989).

These assets and deEcits culminate in an unique academic and socioemoEonal proEle 

(Rourke, 1989). Academically, these children have weak graphmotor skills and are unable to 

write without substanEal pracEce. Reading comprehension is poor relaEve to single word 

reading, mechaiEcal arithmeEc rarely exceeds a grade Eve level and science based subjects that 

require concept fbrmaEon and problem solving are persistenEy difEcult. Similarly, novel
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 4 

infbrmaEon is inEmidaEng fbr affected individuals and they have extreme difEculEes in 

adapting to new and complex situaEons. Socially, these children have deEcits in percepEon, 

judgment and interacEon skills. Such a pattern puts them at increased nsk fbr the development 

of socioemoEonal disturbances and psychopathology of the internalized variety (Hamadek & 

Rourke, 1994).

The White Matter Model by Rourke is one attempt to explain the evoluEon and 

marnfestaEon of the neuropsychological assets and deEcits seen in children with NLD. This 

model is an extension of Goldberg and Costa's hypothesis regarding differences in 

neuroanatomical orgarEzaEon and subsequenEy the distinct processes subserved by each cerebral 

henEsphere (Goldberg & Costa, 1981). Goldberg and Costa assert that the nght hemisphere is 

more adept at intermodal integraEon while the leA hemisphere is better suited fbr uiEmodal 

processing or intramodal integraEon. This asserEon is based on the distribuEons of white and 

gray matter in the two henEspheres. Gur, Packer, Hungeibuhler, Reivich, Obrist et al. (1980) 

found that the raEo of white matter compared to gray maEer was greater in the right hemisphere 

than the leA henEsphere. Since white matter is made up of long myelinated Ebers ideal fbr 

transmitting iiEbrmaEon over a large region and gray matter is composed of short myelinated 

Ebers and neuronal masses designed fbr commurEcaEon within a contained area, it fbUows that 

an area endowed with a greater percentage of white matter would be better suited fbr intermodal 

integraEon whEe an area with a greater proporEon of grey matter would lend itself to intramodal 

integraEon (Semrud-Clikeman, 1990). Therefore the henEspheric distribuEon of gray and white 

supports the asserEon that Ere nght hemisphere is designed fbr intermodal commurEcaEon while 

the leA henEsphere is better suited fbr intramodal integraEon.

Goldberg and Costa (1981) state that with the greater composiEon of white matter the 

nght hemisphere is equipped fbr commurEcaEon between various modes of Ere brain which is
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 5 

essenEal when processing novel sthnnli and acquiring a new descripEve system. DescripEve 

systems are pivotal in concept fbrmaEon, problem solving and adapting to new circumstances, 

all of which are impaired in children with NLD. Likewise, precocious language development 

and verbosity are assets ofNLD that are orchestrated by modality speciEc grey matter areas of 

the leA hemisphere. Therefbre, deEcits of NLD can be explained by white matter destrucEon 

while their assets can be maintained by gray matter integrity.

It is Etting at this point to menEon that, although the White Matter Model accounts fbr 

the NLD proEle of assets and deEcits, no consistent empirical evidence has been gathered to 

support white matter damage in these children nor how it anses. For instance, Rourke asserts 

that in the case ofNLD white matter damage occurs after rudimentary linguisEc skills have 

developed while prelinguisEc white matter damage would result in NLD plus the global 

linguisEc deEciencies seen in autism. However, it is quite difEcult to ascertain if̂  or when, such 

damage occurs and it is fbr this reason that the White Matter Model is often cnEcized.

RzgAr owf NbrnverW LeonEng

Though the nght hemisphere White Matter Model can adequately explain the 

neuropsychological proEle of the NLD child it is, as yet, to be corroborated by signiEcant nght 

hemisphere damage (Semrud-Clickeman, 1990). Case studies have documented mild 

abnormaliEes in brain scans of individuals with NLD and developmental histones reveal 

inhented deEciencies as well as postnatal insults that affect the right cerebral hemisphere but this 

associaEon has not been substantiated empirically in large scale studies (Rourke & Tsatansis,

1996; Semrud-Clickeman, 1990). However, a plausible link between NLD and nght 

hemisphere damage can be fbrged by examining the fbllowing areas: the funcEons of the nght 

henEsphere, studies using nght brain damaged adults, speciEc deEcits in NLD children and brain 

pathology in sinElar syndromes.

To begin with, the constellaEon ofNLD symptoms menEoned above are all rooted in the
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 6 

following fimcEons thought to be mediated by the nght hemisphere: spaEal onentaEon, facial 

recogniEon, nonverbal memory and prosody (Ardilla & Ostrosky-Solis, 1984). This 

relaEonship between NLD symptomology and funcEons subserved by the nght hemisphere can 

be further elucidated by examining the relaEonship between these children's verbal and 

performance IQ's on the WISC. In a study by Rourke, Young & Flewelling (1971) cited in 

Rourke and Fisk (1988), children subtyped as having NLD demonstrated signiEcant differences 

in Verbal IQ and Performance IQ in favor of the former. Since verbal subscales are assumed to 

test leA hemisphere funcEons and performance subscales are assumed to test nght hemisphere 

EmcEons it can be inferred that these children's scores reEect compronEsed nght henEsphere 

funcEons. Independent measures of verbal, auditory-perceptual and visual-spatial abiliEes in the 

same group of children revealed a similar pattern of performance suggesting an impairment of 

skills tapping nght henEsphere funcEoning (Rourke, Young & Flewelling, 1971).

By looking at the symptomaEc similariEes between chEdren with NLD and nght brain 

damaged adults a stronger case fbr nght henEsphere involvement in NLD can be made. As 

menEoned previously children with NLD demonstrate signiEcant problems in visual-spatial 

organizaEon, tacEle percepEon and psychomotor acEvity. DeEcits in these areas greaEy hinder 

the infant's exploraEon during the sensorimotor stage which is assumed to restnct conceptual 

development and later social behaviors (Rourke, 1982). Support fbr this assunq)Eon was 

gathered by Ozols and Rourke (1985) who fbund that NLD chEdren evidenced difEculEes when 

asked to attend, label and interpret gestures and facial expressions. In addiEon Rourke (1982) 

fbund that children with NLD fiEled to generalize previous learrEng to new situaEons, related to 

others in a stereotyped and routirEzed way and spoke in a monotonous. Eat manner. When these 

behaviors accumulate, a social skills deEcit in children with NLD becomes apparent SimEar 

problems with spaEal orientaEon, interpretaEon of gestures and facial expressions and social 

skills have been documented in right brain damaged adults which lends further support to the
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 7 

role of the right hemisphere in NLD (Benowitz et al., 1983; Weintraub & Mesulam, 1983; Dagge 

& Har^e, 1985; Ross, 1981; Foldi, 1987; Moya, Benowitz, Levine & Finkelstein, 1987).

Academically, NLD children demonstrate strengths in reading and spelling but evidence 

signiEcant difEculEes in arithmeEc (Rourke, 1989). Although anthmeEc skills were originally 

considered to be a leA hemisphere fimcEon, acquisiEon of more basic arithmeEc processes have 

been fbund to be related to spaEal imagery and concepts and is now assumed to be the domain of 

the right henEsphere, speciEcally the medial postenor area (Semrud-Clikeman & Hynd, 1990). 

Weinstrub and Mesulam (1983) fbund support fbr this assumpEon by demonstrating that 

subjects with nght hemisphere dysfimcEon tended to have greater difficulty with basic 

arithmeEc operaEons. Likewise John, Karmel and Coming (1977) fbund that arithmeEc 

underachievers had differing evoked potenEals in the nght henEsphere as compared to normals 

and Querishi and Dimond (1979) fbund that calculaEon ability deteriorated in nght brain 

damaged paEents as opposed to leA brain damaged paEents or controls.

AddiEonal evidence has been gathered fbr a link between weak arithmeEc skills and nght 

henEsphere integrity by examining electrostimulaEon studies of the nght and leA thalamus. 

SEmulaEon implicated the nght thalamus in more basic processing such as number reading and 

arithmeEc calculaEons and the leA thalamus in higher order calculaEons (Ojemann, 1974). From 

this review of studies it can be hypothesized that the nght herrEsphere is involved in executing 

basic mathemaEcal processes and further that compronEsed arithmeEc skills in the NLD child 

may have their ongins in right hemisphere pathology.

Not orEy is there a lirEc between the right henEsphere and basic arithmeEc but also 

between social deEcits and poor anthmeEc, a dyad seen in children with NLD. Badian and 

Ghublikian (1983) fbund that low achievement in arithmeEc was related to social emoEonal 

problems whereas children categorized as high achievers were fbund to be more sociable and 

better adjusted. On a sinElar note, children who exhibited difEculEes in math had problems
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 8 

learning social generalizaEons (Kirby & Asman, 1984). Children with Turners Syndrome also 

illustrate the connecEon between social and arithmeEc deEcits and nght hemisphere dysEmcEon. 

These individuals present with both social incompetencies and mathemaEcal deEcits and, 

moreover, postmortem examinaEons have revealed right hemisphere pathology (Reske-Nielson, 

Christensen & Nielson, 1982). The shared symptoms of children with Turners syndrome and 

NLD therefore suggest damage to similar areas of the brain, in this case the right hemisphere. 

LeorMfMgDisaWfEes ww/ q/" Z/Eero/izaEon

In the Eeld of learning disabiEEes much research has been dedicated to assessing the role 

of abnormal lateralizaEon in language based difEculEes. InvesEgaEons of this type, however, 

are plagued by inconsistent Endings and diverse theoreEcal inteipretaEons (Kershner & Stringer, 

1991). Representative results Eom this research will now be reviewed.

Biyden (1988a) reviewed 51 studies that assessed cerebral lateralizaEon in reading 

disabled children by using non invasive teclmiques such as dichoEc listeiEng, visual half Eeld 

recogniEon, verbal-manual Eme sharing or tacEle dichhapEc (division of the sense of touch by 

using both hands) processing tasks. Thirty of these studies suggested that these children were on 

the whole less lateralized than children categorized as good readers, 14 studies showed no 

diEerences between the aforesaid groups and 7 studies reported poor readers as more lateralized 

(Obrzut, 1991).

These mixed findings become clearer when looking at the results of studies that 

employed directed attenEon in dichoEc listening tasks. The dichoEc listening procedure requires 

subjects to listen to and report two competing verbal messages arriving simultaneously at the 

nght and leA ear (Bryden, 1988b). A nght ear advantage (REA) (i.e., reporting more nght ear 

material than leA) in this procedure is assumed to indicate leA hemisphere specializaEon while a 

leA ear advantage (LEA) denotes the preferenEal processing of the right hemisphere fbr 

language. When dichoEc listening tasks are completed under Eee recall condiEons with no
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 9 

designated ear order, strategy and memory effects are said to exert an influence over 

performance. According to Oitzut (1991), directed aEenEon dichoEc listening tasks are 

preferable when measuring lateralizaEon of auditory-verbal material in children with learning 

disabiliEes. Therefbre, the most refined meEiod of assessing lateralizaEon is to direct the 

subject's attenEon in a predetermined sequence to each ear (Oibzut, 1991). Such a procedure 

permits counterbalancing of ear order allowing one-half of subjects to attend Erst to the right ear 

and one half of the subjects to aEend first to the leA ear. This controls fbr EuctuaEons in 

attenEon.

In early studies by Obrzut, Hynd and Obrzut (1983) and Obrzut, Hynd, Obrzut and 

Pirozzolo (1981) using both Eee recall and directed attenEon dichoEc listeiEng tasks, normal 

children demonstrated a REA fbr auditory-verbal infbrmaEon Eiroughout all three procedures 

namely: directed nght, directed leA and Eee recall but children with learning disabiEEes showed 

a deviant pattern of performance. Only the learning disabled group was able to reverse theE ear 

effect and produce a LEA during the directed leA condiEon as opposed to normal children who 

were unable to willingly attend to verbal stimuli received in the non dominant ear (Obrzut, Hynd 

& Obrzut, 1983; Obrzut, Hynd, Obrzut & Pirozzolo, 1991). Researchers drew two conclusions 

from these studies. The Erst is that when asked to Axnis them aEenEon to a speciEc stimulus, 

learning disabled children shiA them attenEon and do not demonstrate the expected REA and the 

second is that this aEenEonal shiA could be due to lack of leA hemisphere dominance when 

processing verbal material (Orbzut & BoEek, 1988).

Hence, there appears to be two factors affecting the lateralizaEon of verbal material in 

children with learning disabiEEes, a weak structural system and atypical shifts in aEenEon 

(Orbzut & BoEek, 1988). Normal children possess a strong underlying structural system ̂ e re  

contralateral auditory pathways are stronger and inhibit ispsEateral auditory pathways. This pre

wiring aUows the leA hemisphere to process verbal stimuE while suppressing the non dominant
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Learning DisabiEEes and LateralizaEon 10 

right hemisphere and produce a REA fbr verbal matenal (Orbzut & BoEek, 1988). When 

attenEonal components are studied in the normal populaEon REA is enhanced in directed right 

condiEons suggesting that anatomical structure co-exists with attenEonal strategies to produce 

the lateralizaEon of verbal phenomena (Orbzut & BoEek, 1988). In learning disabled children 

both leA and nght hemispheres become involved in perfbrming verbal tasks. This shared 

processing is assumed tobea result of a weak structural system that fails to suppress the non 

donEnant henEsphere and thereby aEow attenEonal factors to assume a greater inAuence over 

lateralized funcEorEng (Orbzut & BoEek, 1988).

Evidaice regarding abnormal lateralizaEon in leanEng disabled chEdren can also be 

fbund when measurement techrEques and subtypes are varied. Stelmack and Miles (1990) used 

laterally placed parietal electrodes during a word recogiEEon task to measure visual event related 

potenEals (ERPs) in reading disabled and normal children. Trials included the presentaEon of 

words that were primed (an associated picture was presented befbre the word) or unpnmed (an 

unassociated picture was presented befbre the word). During the unprimed recogniEon task 

normal reader's ERPs were signiEcanEy greater in the leA than fbr the nght parietal region. This 

ERP asymmetry between leA and nght parietal sites was not fbund fbr the reading disabled 

group. This pattern suggests less leA hemisphere specializaEon and instead more bilateral 

representaEon of verbal processing in the reading disabled group as would be expected with a 

language based or verbal learning disabUity (Stelmack & MEes, 1990).

Ip a study by Mattson, Sheer and Fletcher (1992) lateralized disturbances were evaluated 

in chEdren with learrEng disabiEEes who were divided into two groups according to Rourke's 

academic proEle, namely a speciEc impairment in reading or arithmeEc. The fbrmer impairment 

was assumed to indicate verbal learning disabiEEes and the latter nonverbal learning disabiEEes. 

Lateralized processing deEcits in EEs study were not assessed by dichoEc listening tests and 

were instead measured by an electrophysiological techrEque referred to as the 40 Hz EEG. This
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Learning DisabiliEes and LateralizaEon 11 

technique is based on studies that have fbund a 36-44 Hz lateralized increase in EEG acEvity 

during nght and leA henEsphere dominant tasks that required learning, aEenEon and problem 

solving (Mattson, Sheer & Fletcher, 1992). As expected, controls in the present study 

demonstrated a task dependent shiA of 40Hz EEG to the leA and right hemisphere when 

processing verbal and nonverbal tests, respectively. Though effects did not reach sigrEAcance, 

proporEonally less leA hemisphere EEG acEvity was fbund during the verbal tasks in children 

with reading disabiliEes while proporEonately less nght henEsphere acEvity was noted in 

children with arithmeEc learning disorders.

Thus, whether by attenEonal dysfimcEon or Axed structural deAcit, abnormal 

lateralizaEon has been noted in children with language based learrEng disabiliEes. The cliiEcal 

manifestaEons ofNLD syndrome, speciEcally their inability to process prosodic matenal may 

also arise Eom similar models of abnormal lateralizaEon 

Larern/rzuEoM oW E/MoEoW /nronnEon

I f  anomalies in lateralizaEon occur in children with NLD they could be expected to 

involve a variety of areas that are signiEcanEy compronEsed in the syndrome. Although these 

children are quite verbose, the pragmaEcs of their commurEcaEon (understood as the funcEonal 

and contextual use of language) are sigrEEcanEy impaired (Rourke & TsatsarEs, 1996). As 

menEoned previously, a primary deEcit in NLD is the inabihty to adapt to novel situaEons, 

hence these children are unable to pick up on the contextual cues in Eie environment that would 

fbster adaptaEon. In social situaEons Ozols and Rouike (1985) fbund that these chEdren 6Eed 

to attend to and correcEy interpret nonverbal cues such as facial eiqrressions, gestures and 

emoEonal prosody. That is, when asked to recall aspects of a story acted out by puppets, children 

with a NLD proEle failed to recognize the nonverbal nuances of the narraEve as compared to 

children with language based leanEng disabiliEes and controls (Loveland, 1990). In chEdren 

with nonverbal learning disabiEEes, anomaEes in lateralizaEon may contribute to difEculEes in
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the pragmaEc aspects of language and more speciEcally the percepEon of emoEonal cues.

Two hypotheses have dominated the research in the lateralizaEon of emoEonal 

perception. The Erst is the nght hemisphere hypothesis which asserts that the nght hemisphere 

is supenor in the percepEon of emoEon. The second is the valence hypothesis which postulates 

that the nght hemisphere specializes in the percepEon of negaEon emoEon and the leA 

hemisphere specializes in posiEve emoEon (Borod, 1992). Studies that involve the auditory 

presentaEon of prosodic material as opposed to the visual presentaEon of facial expressions or 

emoEonal words have not A)und the division of processing based on valence and instead support 

the nght hemisphere hypothesis (Mandai, Asthana & Pandey, 1996).

Studies with subjects without brain damage have oAen found a leA ear advantage (LEA) 

when idenEfying and discriminating emoEonal intonaEon in dichoEc listeiEng tasks indicating 

that the nght hemisphere is more adept for this type of processing. These studies have employed 

non speech sounds like shrieking, laughing and crying (Mahoney & Sainsbury, 1987), 

emoEonally laden musical passages (Borod, 1992), neutral sentences stated with emoEonal 

intonaEon (Herrero & Hillix, 1990), emoEonal words (Bryden & MacRae, 1989) and 

emoEonally intoned consonants (Erhan, Borod, Tenke & Bruder 1998).

Results Eom uiElateral brain damaged populaEons do not present as clear a picture.

Early studies found, as the right hemisphere hypothesis would predict, that right brain damaged 

subjects (RBDs) were more impaired in identifying and discriminating emoEonal prosody than 

leA brain damaged subjects (LBDs) (Tucker, Watson & Heilman, 1977). Recent emoEonal 

discriminaEon tasks with these same populaEons demonstrate a sinElar pattern but identiEcaEon 

tasks have not yielded signiEcant interhemisphenc differences (Tompkins & Flowers, 1985).

One explanaEon that these authors put forth to explain this anomalous Ending with respect to the 

nght hemisphere hypothesis is that idenEEcaEon of emoEon is cogniEvely a higher order task 

that is more effecEvely carried out by leA hemisphere funcEons (Borod, 1992).
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Despite the lack of uniformity in the findings Eom brain damaged paEents, prosody 

appears in the general populaEon to be processed by the nght hemisphere. Even though children 

with NLD are suspected to have nght henEsphere pathology and have difEculEes with the 

comprehension of prosody no studies to date have examined laterality effects fbr emoEonally 

laden material in this populaEon.

When summarizing the research ouEined above an unexamined area emerges. Although 

theoreEcal interpretaEons have been mixed, anomalies in lateralizaEon have been fbund in 

children with learning disabiliEes. These studies, however, have never separated out children 

with nonverbal learning disabiliEes who have distinct neuropsychological and academic proEles 

as well as impairments in social percepEon. Since lateralizaEon patterns have been fbund fbr the 

percepEon of basic emoEon (necessary fbr successful social interacEons), it follows that an issue 

to be explored is whether anomaEes in lateralizaEon, parEcularly the percepEon of emoEonal 

intonaEon are associated with social deEcits in children with nonverbal learning disabiEEes.

Therefbre, one purpose of the present research was to determine if  anomaEes in 

lateralizaEon exist fbr children with nonverbal learning disabiEEes, when identifying emoEonal 

intonaEon, as compared to chEdren with verbal leanEng disabiEEes and age matched controls. 

DichoEc emoEon recogiEEon, musical passage and word tests were adnEiEstered to 8-14 year 

old children with nonverbal learrEng disabiEEes, verbal learning disabiEEes as well as a control 

group. An addiEonal goal was to examine whether the NLD behavioral proEle (Le., low social 

skills and high internalizing symptomology) described in the research was present and related to 

lateralizaEon scores.

It was expected that NLD children would not exhibit right hemisphere dominance (LEA) 

when processing emoEonal and musical material. These Endings would support one or two 

camps of thought, the structural or attenEonal bias hypotheses. The structural hypothesis states
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Eiat anomaEes in lateralizaEon come about as the result of structural deEcits when damage is 

localized to a speciEc hemisphere and EmcEons must be carried out by the remaining 

hemisphere. If, as purported by Rourke, white maEer is aHected in NLD children, the higher 

nght hemisphere concentraEon of white matter would result in nght hemisphere EmcEons by 

default being carried out by the grey matter and subsequenEy the leA hemisphere. ThereAire, 

NLD children would demonstrate lateralizaEon of AmcEon that is opposite to what is expected in 

the general populaEon for emoEonally laden matenal. Evidence for such a switch in dominance 

is found in a lateralizaEon study testing children with congenital brain damage. Children with 

leA hemisphere damage had an pathological LEA for auditory material whereas children with 

right hemisphere damage had a pathological right visual Eeld advantage for chimeric faces 

(Korkman & Lennart, 1995). Based on this prennse children with NLD would demonstrate an 

anomalous nght ear advantage fbr emoEonal laden and musical stimuE in contrast to children 

with language based learning disabiEEes and controls who would demonstrate a leA ear 

advantage.

The second hypothesis takes into account the attenEonal shifts seen in children with 

language based learrEng disabiEEes (Orbzut & BoEek, 1988). Structural weakness together with 

Eie failure to adequately suppress the non dominant hemisphere in processing would result in 

bilateral lateralizaEon of hemisphere speciEc stimuE. Based on this premise the fbUowing 

results would be expected. When reporting dichoEc words chEdren with verbal learning 

disabilities wiU demonstrate a reduced REA fbr verbal material as compared to NLD or control 

children because of the failure to inhibit the nght hemisphere and the subsequent involvement of 

both hemispheres in verbal processing. Conversely, chEdren with nonverbal leanEng disabiEEes 

wiE be unable to inhibit the leA hemisphere and experience a reduced leA ear effect fbr 

nonverbal matenal as compared to controls and language based LD children because of the 

subsequent involvement of both hemispheres in nonverbal processing.
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Taking into consideraEon the two hypotheses outlined above the fbllowing predicEons 

are put fbrth fbr the present study.

1) Children with nonverbal learning disabiliEes would demonstrate a reduced leA ear effect 
fbr emotionally laden phrases and musical passages while demonstrating a REA fbr 
verbal content.

2) Children with verbal learning disabiliEes would demonstrate a reduced nght ear effect 
fbr verbal content while demonstrating a LEA fbr emoEonally laden phrases and musical 
passages.

3) Children with nonverbal learning disabiliEes would have a higher rate of social problems 
and ovaall internalizing scores as compared to children with verbal learning disabiliEes 
and controls.

Method

fw Ecÿw iü

This research study was conducted over a six month period and involved children with 

verbal learning disabiliEes (n=14; M=11.2 years, SD=17.78), with nonverbal based learning 

disabiliEes (n=10, M=10.8 years, SD=21.89) and control children with neither verbal or 

nonverbal based learning disabiliEes (n=9, M=10.8, SD=2324). A ll children recruited were 

between the ages of 8 -14. This age range was selected because Rourke & Fisk (1989) fbund 

that learning disability subtypes, evidenced by discrepancies in VIQ & PIQ, were signiEcanEy 

differenEated by these ages.

Learning disabled children were gathered Aom the Thunder Bay public school and 

separate school system as well as a pnvate clinic by examining percentiles and IQ ranges stated 

in their learning assessment located in their Ontario School Record or private cliruc Eles. LD 

children had a full scale IQ on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale fbr Children (WISC-IH) or the 

Stanford Binet that was no less than 10̂  percentile and fell in or above the Low Average Range 

and were Eee of a primary mental disturbance, recorded orgaiEc deEcits in visual or auditory 

acuity or unusual childhood illnesses. They also had to have attended school regularly since the
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age of Eve and a half or six and speak English as their naEve language. This is fairly standard 

fbr deEning children with learning disabiliEes (Rourke & Fisk, 1988).

Children were designated as having a nonverbal learning disability if  they were reported 

in the learning assessment to have a signiEcant discrepancy between verbal (VIQ) and 

perfbrmance IQ (PIQ) measured by the Wechsler Intelligence Tests or Verbal Reasoning (VRF) 

and Nonverbal Reasoinng/VisualizaEon Factor Scores (NVF) measured by the Stanfbrd Binet in 

favor of the Verbal Scale or Verbal Reasoning Factor. For the purposes of sample descnpEon 

the percentiles provided fbr the verbal and perfbrmance scales in the learning assessment were 

converted into IQ scores and compared. For children with nonverbal learning disabiliEes the 

split between verbal and perfbrmance standard IQ scores ranged Eom 10 to 32 points (m=21.30, 

SD=11.24) so that across NLD children the diEerence between IQ scores was 10 points or 

greater. Paired sample t-tests were also completed and signiEcant differences were fbund 

between the NLD groups verbal and perfbrmance IQ scores in the favor of the verbal scale 

(Verbal /»=103.10 Verbal sd=l 1.58, Perfbrmance m=82.30 sd=4.76, p<.05)

In addiEon to the discrepancy noted above children included in the NLD group had lower 

percentile scores in one of the fbllowing areas: mechanical arithmeEc, mathemaEcal 

applicaEons or reading comprehension, relaEve to the other scores in then academic proBle. 

Academic scores were measured by one of the fbllowing achievement tests: Wide Range 

Achievement Test (WRAT-3), Weschler Individual Test (WIAT), Peabody Individual 

Achievement Test- Revised (PIAT-R) or the KauEnann Test of EducaEon Achievement (K- 

TEA). In two cases inclusion into the NLD group was based on an elevated InfbrmaEon score 

measured by the PIAT-R together with a low score in reading comprehension. These 

afbremenEoned acadennc criteria were liberal compared to those described by Rourke & 

Tsatansis (1996).

SinElarly, children were designated as having a verbal learning disability (VLD) if  they
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were reported to have a PIQ or NVF score that was signiEcanEy higher than their VIQ or VRF. 

For children with verbal learning disabiliEes the split between perfbrmance and verbal scores 

ranged Eom 11 to 37 points (m=19.69, SD=8.44) so that across VLD children the difference 

between IQ scores was greater than 10 points. Paired sample t-tests were also completed and 

sigiEEcant differences were fbund between the VLD groups perfbrmance and verbal IQ scores in 

the favor of the perfbrmance scale (Perfbrmance m=103.92 sd=10.18, Verbal m=84.46 Verbal 

sd=5.53, p<.05). This discrepancy existed in combinaEon with a lower percentile score in single 

word reading or spelling relaEve to other acaderrEc areas measured by one of the achievement 

tests menEoned above. In total 30 LD children were recruited and 6 were elinEnated because 

they did not meet the cnteria speciEed above.

Control children were recruited Eom the commurEty by means of newspaper 

advertisements, posters and requests at local organizaEons. These children were screened fbr 

inclusion in the study using a short fbrm of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale fbr Children (WISC- 

IH) (Wechsler, 1991). DeviaEon IQs, as descnbed in SatEer (1992) were calculated, and each 

child had a VIQ and PIQ split of 10 points or less wiEi the excepEon of one parEcipant that had a 

split of fourteen points and was included because of the linEted size of the control group. In 

total 13 control children were recruited, however, four were eliminated because their 

perfbrmance and verbal deviaEon IQs were more than EAeen points apart. A ll children in the 

control groiq) had a EEl scale IQ Eiat was at or above the Low Average Range and no less than 

the 10* percenEle. When IQ scores were compared across groups a signiEcant difference was 

fbund fbr full scale IQ F(2,29)=32.960, p<.01. Post hoc comparison of means using Tukey HSD 

revealed that control children had full scale IQs (m=l 11.33, sd=4.74, p<.01) that were 

sigrEEcanEy higher than children with verbal (m=94.08, sd=7.49, p<.01) and nonverbal learrEng 

disabiliEes (m=90.40, sd=4.74, p<.01). No sigrEEcant differences in full scale IQ were fbund 

between NLD and VLD children.
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When perfbrmance and verbal IQ scores were compared across groups a sigrEEcant 

difference was fbund fbr perfbrmance scores F(2,29)=43.0S9, p<.01 and verbal scores F(2, 

29)=27.115, p<.01. Post hoc comparison of means using Tukey HSD revealed that children with 

nonverbal learrEng disabiliEes (Verbal m=103.10 Verbal sd=l 1.58, p<.05) and controls (Verbal 

m=l 12.33 Verbal sd=4.09, p<.05) had sigrEEcanEy higher verbal IQ scores than children with 

verbal learning disabiliEes (Verbal 771=84.46 Verbal sd=5.53, p<.05). ChEdren with verbal 

learning disabiliEes (Perfbrmance m=103.92 sd=10.18, p<.05) and controls (Perfbrmance 

m= 108.00 sd=6.12, p<.05) had sigrEEcanEy higher perfbrmance scores than children with 

nonverbal learrEng disabiliEes (Perfbrmance m=82.30 sd=4.76, p<.05). Out of aU chEdren 

tested orEy one VLD child was fbund to be leA handed all other children were reported to be 

nght handed. Table 1 lists the age, gender, intelligence and test scores by groiq*.

Intelligence: A short fbrm of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale fbr ChEdren (WISC-IH)

(Wechsler, 1991) consisting of two verbal subtests (Vocabulary and SimilariEes) and two 

perfbrmance subtests (Block Design and Object Assembly) was used to screen controls in order 

to ensure their VIQ and PIQ feU within EAeen points of each other.

The WISC-IH is a clirEcal instrument that assesses intellectual funcEoning in chEdren six 

to sixteen years of age. For the purposes of the present study and in the interest of 

time only fbur out of the thirteen subtests were adnErEstered to controls. Subtests chosen had the 

highest intercorrelaEon with perfbrmance and verbal IQ scores fbr chEdren age 8-14. The 

Vocabulary subtest had intercorrelaEons with VIQ scores between .86 and .88 while the 

SinElariEes subtests demonstrated correlaEons between .82 and .87 (Wechsler, 1991). For the 

perfbrmance subtests. Block Design and Object Assembly had the highest intercorrelaEon with 

PIQ. Block Design demonstrated a correlaEon of between .76 and .83 whEe Object Assembly

had a correlaEon between .74 and .81 (Wechsler, 1991).
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Table 1

Age, Gender, Intelligence and Achievement Test Scores by Group

Nonverbal Verbal 
Control Learning Disabilities Learning Disabilities

7M

n 9 10 14
Gender

Male 5 8 12
Female 4 2 2

Age (in months) 137.00 23.56 129.89 21.89 134.29 17.78
Full Scale (IQS) 11L33 A74 90.40 4.79 94.08 7.41
Verbal Scale(IQS) 108.3 6.12 10310 10.18 84.46 5.53
Performance (IQS) 112.33 4.09 82.30 4.76 103.92 1018
Reading(%ile) I9jW 15.06 10.85 11.60
Reading Comp.(%ile) 1214 11.44 1520 18.58
Spelling(%ile) 19jW 16.47 8.00 7.84
Arithmetic (%ile) 2&0O 14.00 2262 19.90
Math Appl. (%ile) 1L50 3.70 38.17 21.89
Information (%ile) 7175 34.42 19.25 5.68

*Only Achievement Scores Used to Categorize Participants are Listed 
(IQS) Intelligent Quotients 
(%ile) Percentiles
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The WlSC-m has been found to have correlations between .65 and .96 on concurrent 

measures such as WPPSI, WAIS and the Stanford Binet (Wechsler, 1991). Predictive validity 

have also been attained with similar tests with correlations ranging 6om .84 and .85 (Wechsler, 

1991).

In terms of reliability, both the split half and the test-retest reliabilities of the W ISC-III 

subtests have been calculated. The split half reliability of the subtests being that were used are 

as follows: Similarities .81, Vocabulary .87, Block Design .87 and Object Assembly .69 

(Wechsler, 1991). Test-retest reliability were also calculated at a mean interval of 23 days. The 

stability coefficients for all ages by subtest are: Similarities .81, Vocabulary .89, Block Design 

.77 and Object Assembly .66 (Wechsler, 1991).

Internalizing and Externalizing Scores: The parent version of the Child Behavior Checklist 

(CBCL) (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1991) was used to obtain ratings of the child's behavior 

speciScally overall internalizing and externalizing scores. These scores were then used to 

determine whether or not an unique emotional/behavior profile was found across learning 

disabilities subtypes and controls.

The CBCL parent report form is a checklist designed to obtain parent's perception of 

both their childrens' problematic behavior and competences in a standardized manner 

(Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1991). The report form consists of two parts (Appendix A). The first 

part involves seven items which ask parent to: list their children's activities and then rank them 

according to time spent and ability using a four point scale (don't know, less than average, 

average, more than average), indicate how many 6iends their child has (none, 1,2 or 3,4 or 

more), how often they play with them (less than 1,1 or 2,3 or more), describe how well they get 

along with others (worse, about average, better), and finally list their child's academic subjects 

and rank them using a four point scale (failing, below average, average, above average). These 

items are summed and provide a score in the following areas: activity, social, academic and a
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total competence score. The summed items are than translated into a T-score so that the child 

may be compared to a normative group for his/her sex and age.

The second part consists of 113 problems items in which the parent is asked to rate the 

child &om zero to two in terms of the &equency that he or she demonstrates specific behaviors. 

The rating scale is as follows: 0 if  the item is not true, 1 if  the item is somewhat true and 2 if  the 

item is very true or often true. These scores summate into eight behavior scales namely 

withdrawn, somatic conq)liants, anxious/depressed, social problems, thought problems, attention 

problems, delinquent behavior and aggressive behavior, in addition to an internalizing 

(withdrawn, somatic compilants and anxious/depressed behavior), externalizing (delinquent and 

aggressive behavior) and total score. These scale and total scores are than translated into a T- 

score. A T-score over 70 places the child's score above the 98''' percentile and in the clinical 

range.

Test-Retest Reliability has been shown to be high but is affected as the time intervals 

between the testing increases. Test-retest correlations of .87 for the competence scales and .89 

for the problem scales at one week have been found and .62 and .75 for a year. Interparent 

agreement was found to be high ranging from .74 to .76 for competence scales and 6om .65 to 

.75 for problem scales (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1991).

In terms of validity, the items on the CBCL have been significantly associated with 

relevant DSM diagnostic categories, have a correlation of between .59 and .88 on corresponding 

scales of the Cormors' Parent Questionnaire and The Quay Peterson Revised Behavior Checklist 

as well as being able to distinguish between referred and non referred children at the pO.Ol 

level (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1991).

Social Problems: Social problems were assessed by the Social Skills Rating System elementary 

(kindergarten to grade three) and secondary school form (grade three to six) (Appendix B) 

(Gresham & Elliott, 1990). This rating system was completed by the teacher and measured
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prosocial skills, problem behaviors and academic competence. The social skills scale consists of 

three subscales measuring cooperation, assertion and self-control which are rated by the teacher 

according to 6equency and importance. Items measuring problem behaviors fall into one of 

three subdomains: externalizing problems, internalizing problems and hyperactivity, while 

academic competence is assessed using a single scale that includes items measuring reading, 

mathematics performance, motivation, parental support and general cognitive functioning. 

Subscale and scale scores 6om each of these three domains are tabulated and then converted to 

functional categories of behavior referred to as behavior levels, standard scores and percentile 

ranks.

Internal consistency has been found to be high with coefficient alphas ranging 6om .86 

to .92 for social skills scales, .78 to .88 for problem behavior scales and .95 for the academic 

competence scale (Gresham & Elliott, 1990). Teacher ratings also indicated stability over time 

with test-retest correlations of .85 for social skills, .84 for problem behaviors and .93 for 

academic competence (Gresham & Elliott, 1990).

When looking at validity, moderate total scale correlations have been found with social 

skills, -.68, problem behavior, .55, and academic competence, -.67, when compared to the 

Social Behavior Assessment measure (Gresham & Elliott, 1990). In addition, moderate to high 

correlations were found with the Child Behavior Checklist for externalizing, .75, internalizing 

.55, and total problem behavior scores, .81, and the Harter Teacher Rating Scale for social skills 

,.70, problem behaviors, -.50, and academic competence,. 63, (Gresham & Elliott, 1990). 

Evidence was also found for divergent and convergent validity when scores were compared 

across the three forms: teacher, student and parent. Intercorrelations for different subscales 

measured by diffsrent informants were found to be relatively low with student-teacher 

correlations ranging 6om -.06 to .34 and teacher-parent correlations ranging from .04 to .28 

(Gresham & Elliott, 1990). When collapsed across age levels (preschool, elementary and
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secondary) convergent validity coefficients were found to be signiGcantly associated (p<0.001). 

Dichotic Emotion Récognition Test; A dichotic listening test containing 48 emotionally laden 

(happy, sad, angry or fearful) nonsense phrases such as "dan hit ruffa gorp" spoken by a female 

voice were presented through stereo headphones. Inclusion of each emotionally laden stimulus 

phrase was decided by four independent raters who monaurally listened and assessed whether 

the phrases conveyed the intended emotional tone. The inter-rater reliability achieved was .86 

(Mountain, 1993). All variations of emotionally laden stimulus phrases were dichotically paired 

with cocktail party noise and presented an equal number of times to each ear. Participants were 

asked to identify emotional intonation, while ignoring the nonsense content of each phrase, by 

pointing to one four pictures: two female faces and two male faces each with a distinct emotional 

expression (happy, sad, angry and fearful) (Ekman & Friesen, 1975)(Appendix C). When half of 

the phrases were completed the participant was asked to reverse the headphones. Each response 

was recorded and total number of correct left and right ear responses were tallied on a score 

sheet (Appendix D). The maximum number of correct responses, by ear, was 24 and chance 

performance was 0.25.

Dichotic Word Listening Test: A dichotic listening test containing six one-syllable words was 

divided into two strings of three words and presented simultaneously to each ear. Each set of 

three words had been synchronized for stimulus onset and both right and left ear stimuli begin 

with the same consonant to control voice onset. In addition, volume was equated across ears. 

Test- retest reliability is reported to be between .75 and .92 (Spreen & Strauss, 1991). In terms 

of validity, moderate levels of agreement have been found with speech localization determined 

by sodium amytal testing, as Strauss (1988) found that participants with speech localized in the 

left hemisphere demonstrated lateralization scores o f20.93 for the right ear and 12.95 6)r the left 

ear while individuals with right hemisphere speech obtained lateralization scores of 15.20 for the 

right ear and 21.48 for the left ear.
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The test was divided into two sections the first of which is a practice trial that was 

repeated if the participant did not initially understand the instructions. During both sections the 

participant was asked to listen and repeat all the words that they heard and between the two trials 

the participant was asked to reverse the headphones. The researcher recorded all the reported 

words on the record sheet and then total correct left and right ear responses to determine ear 

advantage for verbal stimuli (Spreen & Strauss, 1991) (Appendix E). The maximum number of 

correct responses, by ear, was 60.

Dichotic Music Listening Test: A dichotic listening test containing musical excerpts that are 

two seconds in length and have synchronized onset and offset were presented to each ear 

simultaneously. Following the musical pair a repetition foil was presented and the participant 

was asked to identic whether this melody was the same as or different 6om those heard 

previously. Half way through the test the participant was asked to reverse the headphones. The 

examiner recorded same or different as a response to each trial summating the score correct for 

the right and left ear in order to determine ear advantage for musical stimuli (Spreen & Strauss, 

1991) (Appendix F). The maximum number of correct responses, by ear, was 12 and chance 

performance was 0.50.

Handedness: Handedness was used as a indirect measure of speech lateralization (Bryden, 1988) 

as research has found a relationship between cerebral speech lateralization and handedness. That 

is, some studies employing the verbal dichotic listening task reveal a difference between left and 

right handers and although the strength of the efkct sizes may vary, left handers tend to show a 

reduced laterality effect (Bryden, 1988). Handedness was assessed using a supplemental subtest 

of the NEPSY questionnaire (Appendix G). This subtest involved Eve activities that require the 

identification of the preferred hand (Korkman, Kirk & Kemp, 1998). Total left and right hand 

usages were recorded and the hand that was used most often was assumed to be the preferred 

hand.
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Procédure

Learning Disabled children were recruited through the schools by having the special 

needs facilitator distribute a recruitment letter to the parent of every child on their caseload 

between the ages of 8-14 diagnosed with a learning disability (Appendix H). If  the parents were 

interested they contacted the researcher by phone. At this time the researcher set up a testing 

appointment at the school and a package was mailed out containing a consent to participate in 

the study, an authorization to obtain learning assessment information from the OSR, an 

authorization to collect a social skills questionnaire &om the child's teacher and a CBCL 

checklist for the to parent fill out (Appendix I). Parents were asked to send the completed 

packages to the school with the child on the day of testing. Learning disabled children 6om a 

private clinic were contacted by the clinic psychologist, testing took place at his ofBce and all 

forms wae completed by a parent at that time. Parents of control children responded by phone 

to postings in the community and a date was booked to complete the forms and test the children 

on the Lakehead University campus.

Included in the consent for participation is a space Wrere parents were given the option 

after testing was completed to receive a brief report on their child's performance (Appendix J) 

and, if  desired, a general summary of results once the study was Gnished.

Testing was done individually in a quiet room and consisted of the children responding to 

three dichotic listening tapes played on a Technics RS-TR232 stereo and run through a 

Panasonic RP-HT70 Stereo Earphones. They also completed a drawing and handedness test. 

Lateralization tests were rotated for each participant to ensure that order of presentation did not 

favor a speciGc test and influence the children's responses. Control children were also 

administered an intelligence screener which consisted of four WISC subtests. Testing lasted 45 

minutes for learning disabled children and an hour to an hour and a half for controls.

For all dichotic listening tests right and left ear responses were tallied and a lateralization
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quotient was calculated. A laterality quotient was used to index the degree of ear advantage via

the following formula LQ= 100 X  fRieht Ear - Left Ear)
(Right Ear + Left Ear)

This same equation was used for both verbal (i.e. words) and nonverbal (i.e. music and emotion) 

stimuli conditions. Therefore, the LQ for expected REA advantage for verbal material summated 

to a positive number while the expected LEA advantage for non verbal material (musical and 

emotional) summated to a negative number. For the purposes of intepretation the LQ's for non 

verbal material were reported as positive if a LEA was found.

Resw/ü

The questions and analyses posed in the study were organized into two sections. The first 

focussed on differences among the measures of lateralization across the three groups and 

examined lateralization quotients for verbal, emotional and musical material. A one way 

ANOVA was used to determine whether there were significant differences in lateralization 

quotients among children with verbal learning disabilities, nonverbal learning disabilities and the 

control group. T-tests were also used to compare groups. T-tests of male and female 

lateralization scores across and by groups were completed to determine if  lateralization 

quotients differed based on gender. T-tests of left and right handed lateralization scores across 

and by groups were also completed to determine if  lateralization quotients differed based on 

handedness.

DiSerences in lateralization measures were also examined by looking at whether each 

group demonstrated an ear advantage, namely a signiGcant difference between their mean leA 

ear and right ear response on verbal, emoGonal and musical material. T-tests for paired samples 

were run for the verbal learning disabilides, nonverbal learning disabilides and control groups to
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determine the direction of their ear advantage and whether it was signiGcant for each category of 

material tested.

The second set of analyses were completed to determine whether differences existed in 

internalizing, externalizing and social skills measures as a result of group membership. In 

addiüon, behavioral measures, speciGcally social skills, were related to attributes of each group 

(i.e., academic competence and age) as well as lateralizaGon quoGents. Differences in 

behavioral measures across groups were assessed by a one way ANOVA. T-tests were also used 

to examine differences on behavioral measures between NLD and control groins. Frequencies 

were thai calculated by group in order to estimate the occurrence of the three behaviors diat 

made iq) the total social skills score: assertiveness, self control and cooperaGon. Bivariate 

Pearson correlaGons were also run to assess the relaGonships between age, academic competence 

and behavioral measures. An alpha level of .05 was used for all staGsGcal tests.

Analysis 1: Differences in Lateralization Measures Across Groups

A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine differences in 

lateralizaGon quoGents across groups The means and standard deviaGons of laterality quoGents 

for diagnosGc groups and dichoGc listening tests as well as the results of the one way ANOVA 

are reported in Table 2. A signiGcant diGerence, F (2 ,30)=5.024, p <.05 in the lateralizaGon 

quoGents for musical material was found across groups. Post hoc comparison of means using 

Tukey HSD revealed that children with nonverbal learning disabiliGes had higher lateralizaGon 

scores than children with verbal learning disabiliGes (NLD m=0.26 sd= 0.32; VLD m=-0.07 sd= 

.18) P<.05. No signiGcant group diGerences were found for the emoGonal or verbal 

lateralizaGon quoGents.

Since signiGcant differences were not found across groups on the EmoGonal DichoGc
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Table 2

Means and Standard DeviaGons of LateralizaGon QnoGents for Nonverbal Learning 
DisabiliGes (NLD), Verbal Learning DisabiliGes (VLD) and Control Children on DichoGc

Listening Tests

NLD

M SD

VLD

M SD

Control

M SD

Verbal DichoGc 
Listening Test

.43 .32 .16 .43 .42 .26

Musical DichoGc 
ListeiGng Test

.26* .32 -47 .18 .04 .27

EmoGonal DichoGc 
Listening Test

.04 .09 .04 .11 -.05 .16

"SigniGcant, p<.05 Gnm VLD group
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Listening Test, the mean number of errors was calculated for each emoGonal category (Happy 

m=.10 sd=.09; Sad m=.23 sd=.10; Fear m=.36 sd=.l 1; Angry /M=.29 sd=.09). Fearful and Angry 

items were removed because of the higher error rate and the modiGed lateralizaGon quoGents for 

emoGonal material were compared across diagnosGc groups. No signiGcant means differences 

were found.

An independent samples t-test was run to examine differences between boys and girls on 

lateralizaGon measures (musical, verbal, emoGonal) both across and by group (NLD, VLD, 

Control). No signiGcant effect was found for gender across or between groups. A independent 

t-test was also completed to examine diffierences between leA and right handed parGcipants on 

lateralizaGon measures both across and by group. Due to the fact that only one child in the 

sample was leA handed no analyses could be completed because of the size of Gie leA handed 

group and therefore no signiGcant differences were found.

To further examine the nonsigiGGcant diGerence on musical material and determine 

whether it was related to the ability to discern a melody, the total number of correct responses 

(both leA ear and right ear responses) were calculated and compared using a one way ANOVA 

across groups with no signiGcant diGerences found. When a Bivariate Pearson correlaGon was 

run, however, there was a signiGcant posiGve correlaGon between the musical lateralizaGon 

quoGent and correct responses (r=.354, P<.043). This relaGonship was not seen when Bivariate 

Pearson correlaGons were run by group. Table 3 presents these correlaGom overall and by 

group.

To determine, by group, if  nght and leA ear diGerences were present for verbal, emoGonal 

and musical matenal, paired sample t-tests were completed for verbal right ear scores and verbal 

leA ear scores, emoGonal right ear scores and emoGonal leA ear scores and musical nght ear
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Table 3
CorrelaGon of Correct Responses on G:e Musical DlfferenGaGon Task and Music

LateralizaGon Scores

Correct Responses Music LateralizaGon Scores

Total Correct Responses .354*

Nonverbal Learning DisabiUGes Correct Responses .100

Verbal Learning DisabiliGes Correct Responses 331

Control Correct Responses .604

*SigniGcant, p<.05
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Table 4
Paired Sample T-Tests by Group for Correct Right Ear and Left Ear Verbal, EmoGonal

and Musical DichoGc Listening Responses

Correct Responses M SD t df P

Verbal Learning DisabiliGes
1. Verbal Right 26.00 9.41

Verbal LeA 19.43 11.11 1.24 13 .236
2. Musical Right 6.21 2.01

Musical LeA 5.21 137 1.87 13 .084
3. EmoGon Right 13.28 4.46

EmoGon LeA 13.85 4.54 -.711 13 .489
4. ModiGed EmoGon Right 7.70 2.64

ModiGed EmoGon LeA 9.57 1.34 -3.55 13 .004*

Nonverbal Learning DisabiliGes

1. Verbal Right 33.30 1L09
Verbal LeA 12.60 627 4.15 9 443*

2. Musical Right 180 3.08
Musical LeA 420 229 -1.014 9 337

3. EmoGon Right 1420 196
Emotion Left 1520 5.06 -1.672 9 229

4. ModiGed EmoGon Right 7.7 123
ModiGed EmoGon LeA 8.8 339 -2.283 9 .048*

Control

1. Verbal Right 3938 8.34
Verbal LeA 1633 8.74 5.193 8 .001*

2. Musical Right 522 2.39
Musical LeA 5.00 1.58 287 8 356

3. EmoGon Right 13.88 5.04
EmoGon LeA 13.11 6.53 .507 8 .626

4. ModiGed EmoGon Right 9.00 1.22
ModiGed EmoGon LeA 827 2.27 .373 8 .719

*Demonstrated a staGsGcally signiGcant Right Ear Advantage for Verbal Material and LeA Ear 
Advantage for ModiGed EmoGonal Matenal
Maximum number of correct responses, by ear, for Verbal material was 60
Maximum number of correct responses, by ear, for Musical material was 7 and chance performance was 0.50 
Maximum number of correct responses, by ear, for EmoGonal material was 24 and chance performance was 
025
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scores and musical leA ear scores. A signiGcant diAerence was found between verbal nght ear 

scores and verbal leA ear scores for children with nonverbal learning disabiUGes (Right m=33.3 

Right sd=l 1.1, LeA m=12.6, LeA sd= 6.2, p<.05) and control children (Right m=39.9 Right sd=8.3, 

LeA m=16.3 LeA sd= 8.7 p<.05), indicating that both groups have right ear advantages. The verbal 

right ear scores and verbal leA ear scores of VLD children were not found to differ signiGcanGy 

(Right m=26.00 Right sd=9.41, LeA w=19.43 s d = ll.ll). No signiGcant differences were found for 

leA ear and right ear presentaGon of emoGonal or musical material in any group.

However, when a paired sample t-test was completed for the modiGed emoGon right ear scores 

and modiGed emoGon leA ear scores a signiGcant difference was found for children with verbal 

learning disabiliGes (Right m=7.7 Right sd=2.6, LeA 7M=9.6, LeA sd= 1.3, p<.05) and those with 

nonverbal learning disabiliGes ((Right m=7.7 Right sd=3.2, LeA m=8.8, LeA sd=3.4, p<.05) but not 

the control group (Right m=9.0 Right sd=l .22, LeA /n=8.77 sd=2.27), indicating that VLD and NLD 

children had a signiGcant leA ear advantage for the modiGed emoGonal material consisting of the 

presentaGon of happy and sad material. Table 4 presents a summary of these data respecGvely. 

Analvsis 2: Differences and Relationships of Behavioral Measures Across Groups 

A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also conducted to examine differences in behavior 

between groups. The means scores and standard deviaGon of social, externalizing and internalizing 

behavior as well as the results of the one way ANOVA are reported in Table 5. A diAerence 

approaching staGsGcal signiGcance, F (2,22)=3.19, p=.06, for social behavior was found across 

groups. Post hoc comparison of means using LSD revealed that children with nonverbal learning 

disabiliGes had a lower level of social skills than control children (NLD m=87.00 sd= 2128; Control 

7M=109.33 sd= 9.20) P<.05. No signiGcant group diAerences were found for internalizing and 

externalizing behavior problems.
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Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations for Nonverbal Learning Disabilities (NLD), Verbal 
Learning Disabilities (VLD) and Control Children on Behavioral Measures

NLD 
M  SD

VLD
M SD

Control 
M SD

Internalizing Problems ia 53.89 834 49.62 1240 47.78 8.81

Externalizing Problems a 46.44 334 4848 835 42.11 3.89

Social Skills b 87.00* 2128 101.17 15.76 109.33 9.20

m Internalizing and Externalizing Scales &om the Child Behavior Checklist Parent Version 
b Social Skills Rating System Overall socializaGon score 
* Approaching StaGsGcal SigniGcance, p=.06 Gom the control groiq)
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Since a diAerence approaching clinical signiGcance was G)und between NLD and control 

groups on the social skills measure using a ANOVA, a t-test was also run. A signiGcant 

diAerence was found between NLD and control children with regards to social fimcGoning as 

NLD children (m=87.00, sd=21.28) demonstrated signiGcanGy lower social skills scores than 

the control groiq) (m=109.20, sd=9.20). See Table 6 for the summary of the data.

To further examine the nature of the social skills differences across groups Gequencies of Gie 

behaviors making up the social skills scale namely asserGveness, prosocial and cooperaGve, 

were run by group. For all behaviors measured, control children were found to most GequenGy 

fall in the "exhibits as many social skills as the average" or "exhibits more social skills than 

average". Children with nonverbal learning disabiliGes were found to most AequenGy fall in the 

"exhibits as many social skills as the average" or " exhibits fewer social skills than the average" 

with cooperaGve behavior most often falling in the latter category relaGve to the rest of the 

behaviors evaluated. ChGdren with verbal learning disabiliGes were found to most AequenGy 

fall in the "exhibits as many social skills as the average" with asserGveness being the behavior to 

least AequenGy fall into the "exhibits more than average". The Aequencies far all three 

behavior by group are presented in Table 7.

To address whether behavioral measures were related to parGcipant attributes such as age 

and acadenGc competence (measured by Teacher Ratings on the Social Skills Rating System) 

Pearson Bivariate correlaGons were run. Age was found to be negaGvely correlated with 

internalizing behavior (r=-.396, P< .021). When this relaGonship was examined, by group, a 

signiGcant negaGve correlaGon was only found for children with verbal learning disabiliGes (r=- 

.656, P<.015). The correlaGons between age and internalizing behavior are presented in Table 8. 

A relaGonship was also found between teacher ratings of acadenGc competence and social
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Table 6

Independent Sample T-Test Comparing the Social Functioning of Non Verbal Learning
Disabilities (NLD) and Control Children

Social Functioning M SD t df P

NLD Children 87.00 21.28

Control 109.20 9.20 -2.376 11 .037
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Table 7

Frequencies of Social Behavior

AsserGveness 
n %

Social Behavior
Self Control 

n %
CooperaGve 

n %

1. Verbal Learning Disabilities
More Than Average 0 0 1 83 2 162
Average 10 833 10 833 8 662
Fewer Than Average 2 162 1 83 2 162

2. Nonverbal Learning Disabilities
More Than Average 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 4 572 5 7L4 3 42.9
Fewer Than Average 3 422 2 284 4 57.1

3. Control
More Than Average 2 333 2 333 2 333
Average 4 662 4 662 4 66.7
Fewer Than Average 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 8

Correlation of Internalizing Behaviors and Age in Months

Internalizing Behaviors Age In  Months

Total Internalizing Behavior -.395*

Nonverbal Learning DisabiliGes Internalizing Behavior -.504

Verbal Learning DisabiliGes Intanalizing Behavior -.656*

Control Internalizing Behavior 247

*SigniGcant, p<.05
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funcGoning. Social Skills were found to be posiGvely correlated with teacher ratings of academic 

competence (r=.730, P< .001). When the relaGonship between academic competence and social 

skills was further examined, by group, posiGve correlaGons were evident in all groups with the 

strongest relaGonship found in the control group (r=.964, P<.002) The correlaGons between 

academic competence and social behavior are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9

Correlation of Social Skills and Academic Competence

Social Skills Academic Competence

Total Social Skills .671**

Nonverbal Learning DisabiGGes Social Skills .SG6*

Verbal Learning DisabiliGes Social Skills 394

Control Social Skills .964**

*Signi6cantly diAerent, p<.05
**Signi6cantly different, p<.001
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Dücwfffon

The first ohJecGve of this study was to ascertain whether children with learning disabiliGes 

when separated into verbal and nonverbal subtypes demonstrate differences in lateralizaGon for 

emoGonal, musical and verbal material. These two LD groups and a control group were also 

examined to see if differences were found in social skills as well as in externalizing and 

internalizing behavior. The Gndings and possible explanaGons in relaGon to these two objecGves 

are now reviewed and put into the context of previous literature. The limitaGons of the present 

study are also discussed.

Previous research has found a leA ear advantage for emoGonally laden non speech sounds (ie. 

crying, laughing, shrieking), emoGonally laden neutral phrases and emoGonal words presented 

dichoGcally (Mahaney & SarGsbury, 1987;Borod, 1992;Herrero & Hillix, 1990). Further, 

damage to the right hemisphere tends to affect both the processing and idenGAcaGon of emoGons 

(Tucker, Watson & Heilman, 1977). It was predicted that NLD children, who are suspected to 

have right hennsphere pathology as described by the White Matter Model and difBculGes with 

the comprehension of prosody, would also demonstrate a reduced leA ear effect for emoGonal 

material and would differ sigrGAcanGy in terms of lateralizaGon scores Aom children with VLD 

children and controls. The results indicated no such relaGonship. In terms of the lateralizaGon 

for emoGonal laden material no signiGcant differences were found between NLD, VLD and 

conGoI children, nor did any of the groups demonstrate the expected leA ear advantage for 

emoGonal material. However, when errors were analysed all children were most likely to 

mistake Angry or Fearful for another emoGon. When these emoGons were removed and only 

happy and sad were analysed no difference was found between groups but the expected leA ear 

advantage was found in children with verbal and nonverbal learning disabiliGes. Controls,
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however, did not demonstrate this ear advantage.

Similar to emotions, music stimuli (speciGcally melody) has been found to be processed in 

the right hemisphere demonstrated by a signiGcant leA ear effect for music. Again because of 

the loss of right hemisphere integrity described in the White Matter Model it was assumed that 

NLD children would differ Gom VLD and control children and demonstrate a reduced ear 

advantage for music. Contrary to predicGons NLD children had signiGcanGy higher 

lateralizaGon quoGents which suggest greater right hemisphere involvement in the processing of 

music as compared to VLD children.

Cerebral lateralizaGon of verbal material to the leA hemisphere is a weU researched 

phenomenon. Findings across the general populaGon suggest a robust right ear advantage for 

dichoGcally presented verbal material. When looking at lateralizaGon in the learning disabled 

populaGon, parGcularly reading disabiUGes, a major thrust in research has been to invesGgate 

whether anomalies exist in the processing of verbal material. Past studies with learning disabled 

children have been nGxed, depending on the lateralizaGon measure used, some have found less 

laterality effects while others found no pronounced differences (Kershner & Stringer, 1991) 

(Stelmack & Miles, 1990). To date, oiGy one study has separated out subtypes and studied 

lateralizaGon of verbal material. Mattson, Sheer and Fletcher (1992) using a 

electrophysiological teclmique found a nonsigiuGcant trend toward less leA henGsphere acGvity 

on a verbal task in the reading disabled versus arithmeGcally disabled group. In the present 

study, though no signiGcant differences in lateralizaGon quoGents existed across groups for 

verbal material, a signiGcant right ear advantage was found in the NLD and control groups but 

not in the VLD group.

Lack of expected effects on lateralizaGon of nonverbal material may be related in part to the
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age of the parGcipants in the current study. The majority of studies to date that have explored 

emoGonal recogniGon and found a leA ear advantage have used university students or adults. 

Pollack and Wismer Fries (2001), however, examined laterality and emoGonal recogniGon in 

children and adults and found maturaGonal diAerences. They compared the performance of 

children and adults on a fused rhyming dichoGc word test using neutral, posiGve and negaGve 

words. The results were analysed according to emoGon and ear presentaGon. The authors 

hypothesized that acGvaGon of anterior hemispheric areas mediated emoGonal valence (i.e. 

negaGve sGmuli (nght hemisphere) and posiGve stimuli (leA hemisphere) while posterior areas 

mediated arousal as well as valence. Based on this hypothesis it was predicted that emoGon and 

ear presentaGon create diAerent computaGonal loads and subsequent ear advantages. Although 

this acGvaGon theory will not be reviewed in the course of this discussion, the relevant findings 

were that adults were lateralized as predicted but that children's lateralizaGon patterns difkred 

based on computaGonal load and directed attenGon condiGons (Pollack & Wiser Fnes, 2001). 

This study suggests that developmental changes may occur in the processing of emoGon and that 

the age of the parGcipant appears to affect lateralizaGon patterns for emoGonal material.

This inAuence of age can also be seen when examining laterality of visual nonverbal tasks 

that do not involve emoGonal content. Ballantyne and Pollack (2000) used a facial recogniGon 

test that required children 6 to 16 to match a face to one of four presented. They found that by 

six years of age a leA hemispace advantage was present and at 10 years of age it was more 

prominent but after this age no diAerences were found in terms of the degree of the advantage 

(Ballantyne & Trauner, 2000). This Gnding suggests that there is a developmental course to the 

lateralizaGon of nonverbal material. Taken together with Pollack & Wismer Fnes (2001) study 

it can be concluded that the lateralizaGon of nonverbal material in children may not be as clear
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cut as the findings with the adult populaGon and therefore could be subject to developmental 

factors. The age of parGcipants in the present study may then in part explain why overall ear 

advantages or differences between groups were not found.

Related to the quesGon of the implicaGons of age on lateralizaGon of emoGonal intonaGon are 

the difGculGes children appeared to have with measures of emoGonal recogniGon in the present 

study. Children in this study had higher rates of errors for the angry and scared intonaGons as 

opposed to happy or sad. This Gnding is similar to previous literature which has found that both 

cross cultural groiq)s and children (with and without ADHD) more accurately identify pictures of 

happiness and sadness than pictures displaying fear (Biehl, Matsumoto, Ekman & Heam, 1997; 

Singh, Ellis, Witon, Singh, Leung, Pang & Donald, 1998). This difGculty discerning angry and 

scared was seen iniGally when the parGcipants were asked to identify the emoGonal expression 

on the four faces that were presented. For the majority of children the researcher had to clarify 

which was angry and scared or help them with the response. These four faces were then used for 

the remainder of the test and the children were expected to point to the face that corresponded to 

the emoGon in the voice. Although the recogniGon of basic emoGon is assumed to be developed 

by this age, studies using adults may avoid such a confound because idenGGcaGon of emoGon 

would be a well-practised skill.

When responses were reanalyzed with angry and scared removed, no differences were found 

between groups but an leA ear advantage was found for NLD and VLD groups. The most 

quesGonable aspect of this Gnding is that a leA ear advantage was not seen in the control group 

and a trend toward an leA ear advantage was not apparent as the mean correct response was 

greater for the nght ear than the leA ear. These incongruent Gndings suggest that item removal 

did not increase the validity of the test for this age group. However, Patel & Robert (2001) did
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find a left ear advantage for emotional material, though less robust than verbal material in both 

controls and dyslexies which suggests a left ear advantage for affective material is possible in the 

learning disabilities population.

Returning to the present study and the use of the Emotional Recognition test to measure 

lateralization for this age group, children were given instructions prior to the test that the 

emotionally intoned nonsense syllables were "not real words" and they "don't have to worry 

about what the voices say". Children generally found this test amusing and the boys in particular 

would state when syllables resembled words. Sporadic identification of words in a nonverbal 

test suggests that at points these children could have been exercising linguistic or left 

hemisphere skills. This may have led to reduced ear advantage and contributed to a lack of 

differences across groups. The influence of both hemispheres on the same task as a function of 

the demands placed on the individual can be seen in studies involving both adults and children 

(Bryden, Free, Gagne, & Groff̂  1991;Saxby & Bryden, 1984). These studies required 

participants, in an alternating fashion, to attend to the semantic meaning or the tone of the voice 

in which word was said. In both studies the participants demonstrated a LEA when directed to 

listen to emotions while demonstrating a REA when asked to understand the content If  the 

children in the present study were attending to both semantic information and prosody it would 

be expected that both hemispheres would have been involved in (he task and reduced the left ear 

advantage.

Measures that avoid nonsense syllables and the possibility of interference through linguistic 

ability (such as those that use sounds such as shrieking, laughing and crying or neutral words 

such as digits) might be more suited to children. Though not emotional stimuli, an early study 

by Knox & Kimura (1970) that involved children aged 6ve to eight and used environmental and
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animal sounds found a significant left ear advantage. Therefore, anomalous Gndings 

encountered in this study might by related to both the age of the participants and the measures of 

lateralization employed.

The second nonverbal measure of lateralization in this study involved music. Similar to the 

findings for the recognition of emotional stimuli no signiScant ear advantages were found in any 

of the groups of children tested. The lack of an expected ear advantage might again be related 

to the age of the participants as studies examining lateralization measures of musical stimuli 

have only involved university student or adults. Though music is assumed to be processed in the 

right hemisphere it appears to be affected by the experience of the individual. For instance, 

studies have found that musicians and non musicians differ in terms of lateralization of music 

stimuli wiA non musicians demonstrating a typical left ear advantage and musicians having a 

less signiGcant or opposite ear affect (Avraham & Irving, 1985). Ear advantage in this later 

group was also found to vary with the complexity of the task (Peretz & Gudanski, 1982). This 

is not to imply that the participants in the present study were possibly affected by their musical 

experience but rather that experiential factors, age related or not, can influence ear advantage for 

musical stimuli. Findings regarding the lateralization of music appear to be generally more 

tenuous and since no music lateralization studies to date have employed children, age could be a 

factor with this population.

Besides the absence of studies investigating music lateralization in children, questions 

regarding the validity of the measure used in the present study can be put forth on the basis of 

researcher observations. Several times over the course of testing participants enquired as to what 

they were supposed to be attending to in order to differentiate the musical pieces. Questions 

they would often ask involved whether or not they should be focussing on the "speed of the
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piece" or whether or not the piece they were hearing was higher or lower than the comparison 

piece. At the time of testing they were directed to listen to the whole piece and decide if  it was 

the same or different. In hindsight, however, it appears as though these children were asking 

about two distinct dimension of music: rhythm and pitch (Dennis & Hopyan, 2001). Rhythm 

"is a pattern of onset times and duration of sound" and melody "is a pattern of sound pitches" 

(Dennis & Hopyan, 2001). These dimensions have been found to be processed in distinct neural 

substrates. Melody has been found to be lateralized to the right temporal lobe while rhythm is 

processed in the auditory cortex of both the right and left temporal lobes (Denis & Hopyan, 

2001). Though the differentiation of the melodies was the purpose of the present measure, these 

children's questions made it appear as if they were attempting to differentiate the pieces based 

on different criteria and possibly involving different hemispheres. It could be postulated, that 

this bilateral involvement is related to the lack of ear advantage found across all groups and 

specifically the controls.

Although no ear advantage was found for music across groups a significant difference in 

lateralization scores was found between children with nonverbal and verbal learning disabilities. 

Even though NLD children had the highest lateralization scores and were significantly different 

hom VLD children they did not demonstrate a significant left ear advantage for musical 

material. The lack of even a trend toward higher lateralization scores in the control group makes 

these findings suspect and calls into question both the validity of nonverbal lateralization 

measures in this age group and the small sample.

High lateralization scores in the NLD group could also be explained by examining both the 

musical abilities and neuropsychological underpinnings of NLD child and a syndrome that is 

similar to NLD.
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Across groups the number of correct responses on the musical differentiation task was related 

to higher lateralization scores. Based on this sample then, one of two relationships can be 

assumed: either that musical abilities influenced lateralization scores or that lateralization to the 

right hemisphere influenced the ability to differentiate pieces of music. Regardless of the 

direction of this relationship the ability to differentiate music is related to more right hemisphere 

lateralized responses. Although NLD children have not been found to have weaknesses in 

melody recognition the m^ority of their weaker skills are mediated by the right hemisphere and 

it was predicted that the perception of music would not be lateralized as strongly to the right 

hemisphere as it would in the other groups tested. This prediction fits with the White Matter 

Model which proposes that white matter (long myelinated Gbers) more predominant in the right 

hemisphere and responsible for communication across modes would be disrupted. Higher 

positive lateralization scores in the NLD group and the relationship between lateralization and 

accuracy on the music differentiation task negates the expectations of the White Matter Model as 

it would be expected that right hemisphere areas or cormections responsible for musical 

recognition would be compromised.

Examination of Williams Syndrome, a genetic disorder with similar neuropsychological 

assets and deficits to NLD, may further elucidate the finding of higher music lateralization 

scores in the NLD group and its relationship to music recognition. Children with Williams 

Syndrome (WS) though often mentally retarded, have a cognitive profile similar to children 

with NLD with strengths in verbal abilities and weaknesses in spatial cognition and visual motor 

abilities. However, relative to their intelligence WS individuals have quite developed musical 

abilities, are able to identify prosody and are considered hypersociable (Don, Schellenberg, & 

Rourke, 1999). A study by (Reiss, Eliex, Schmitt, Straus, Lai, Jones & Bellugi, 2000) using
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MRIs have found that children with WS have relatively preserved grey matter coupled with a 

disproportionate reduction in white matter which is not unlike the neuroanatomy proposed in the 

White Matter Model. Therefore, WS children are a clinical example where right hemisphere 

functions are generally less efficient but right hemisphere skills such as musical abilities and 

prosodic recognition may be preserved.

Preservation of musical abilities may also be a function of whether these skills fall under 

the domain of intermodal or intramodel communication. Rudimentary skills, such as the 

recognition of music or prosody may be localized to specific right hemisphere brain regions 

carried out mainly by intermodal communication or short myelinated Sber of the gray matter 

versus more complex skills that would necessitate involvement of long myelinated fibers of the 

white matter. If  this is the case, these skills in NLD children would be preserved and 

lateralization may be unaffected.

Apart from die idea that these skills may be preserved it may also be put forth that 

neuropsychological assets in auditory perception found both in WS and NLD may create a 

situation whereby information coming in hom the auditory channel is favored. It could be that 

strengths in auditory perception and weaknesses in visual perception cause these children to 

gravitate to all information, right hemisphere dominated or not, coming from the auditory 

channel and that this would strengthen corresponding brain areas (Don et al., 1999).

In sum, latoalization of emotional intonation and musical stimuli did not support this study's 

predictions. Constraints related to both the size of the sample and the applicability of 

lateralization measures for this population were duely noted as well as the possibility that 

children with NLD like WS children may possess isolated right hemisphere skills despite 

suspected white matter damage.
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Though the results of lateralization of nonverbal material did not follow the expected patterns 

across groups, findings 6om the verbal dichotic listening task were found to be more in line 

with previous literature. In the present study no statistically signiGcant differences existed 

across groups but controls and NLD children demonstrated the expected right ear advantages for 

verbal material, which suggests the typical left hemisphere processing of basic words, while 

children with verbal learning disabilities showed no such advantage.

Much research has been dedicated to children with learning disabilities (speciGcally reading 

disabilities) based on the assumption that problems in reading may be reGected in the absence of 

an ear advantage. Results to date have been variable. Based on the ear advantage found in the 

present study some of this variability may be the result of the failure to adequately separate out 

subtypes. Although NLD children are strong in phonetics areas, speciGcally single word 

reading, they do present with difBculties in reading comprehension. In addition, children may 

often have primary problems in reading but also have difBculty in math and therefore not fall 

cleanly into either the verbal or nonverbal subtype. The possible failure of not classifying 

children based on purely phonological delays may have influenced the degree of right ear 

advantage found in previous studies. Separation based on LD subtypes rather then 

categorizations such as dyslexic or reading disabled may lead to more meaningfW Gndings with 

regards to lateralization of verbal material.

Replications of the REA for verbal material in both NLD children and the control groiq) make 

sense as lateralization of basic words to the left hemisphere has been well established across 

children and adults (Kimura, 1961). The literature on lateralization, of nonverbal functions (i.e., 

emotion and music) are generally more tenuous than verbal functions (i.e., words) (Patel &

Licht, 2000). Related to this is the Gnding that lateralization of nonverbal functions appear to be
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influenced by age while lateralization of verbal functions appears less influenced by 

development. In the last two decades research using evoked response, autopsy examinations and 

intracarotid sodium amytal iiyections in infants have found that lateralization of language 

functions are essentially completed at, or soon after, after birth (Wood, 1983). Previously, it was 

the thought that language was bilaterally represented at birth and gradually moved toward left 

hemisphere specialization with maturation. This was termed the developmental maturation 

hypothesis. This hypothesis was formulated on studies 6om children with crossed aphasia which 

occurs when children are unable to speak after lesions to the right hemisphere. The language 

deGcits in these children were assumed to provide proof that the right hemisphere is bilaterally 

involved with early speech. However when these studies were reanalyzed to take into account 

leA handedness (which may predispose a child to right hemisphere language) and the decreasing 

prevalence of crossed aphasia, the validity of the developmental maturaGon hypothesis with 

regards to the non-aphasic populaGon is quesGonable (Wood, 1983). Though no hypothesis has 

been confirmed it appears that age operates as more of a confound with regards to lateralizaGon 

of nonverbal material in contrast to verbal material. This may explain the pattern of results 

found in the present study.

The second objecGve of this study was to examine the behavioral presentaGons of LD 

subtypes as compared to the control children. Though clinically signiGcant differences were not 

found when comparing all three groups, a trend toward signiGcance was found on social 

measures between the NLD and controls. When these latter groiq)s were compared independent 

of the VLD group, NLD children were found to have signiGcanGy lower social skills. Overall 

NLD children were described by teachers as having a lower level of skills in all the three 

domains assessed namely: cooperaGve behavior, asserGve behavior and self control behavior.
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This trend Gts with both Ronrke's cliincal descripGon and preliminary studies that have found 

that these children are less effecGve at interpreting nonverbal cues in social situaGons (Ozols & 

Rourke, 1985)(Loveland, 1990). No diSerences were found across groups in terms of 

internalizing and externalizing behavior.

Social behavior in the learning disabled populaGon has received a lot of attenGon and 

problems with social interacGon were once assumed to be a characterisGc of the LD child 

(Fomess & Kavale, 1996) Recent research has found that, when academic achievement levels 

were considered, children with learning disabiliGes were not different in social behavior Aom 

their low achieving peers. It has, further, indicated that social skill difGculGes in this populaGon 

appear to be mediated by achievement in that academic competence often reflects peer status 

hence social success (Vaughan, Zaragoza, Hogan & Walker, 1993). The present study attempted 

to examine the relaGonship between academic competence and social behavior to Gnd out 

whether social skills differences between NLD and controls were possibly an arGfact of teacher 

ratings of academic competence in the classroom and subsequent peer acceptance. This was 

thought to be parGcularly imperaGve as children in the control group were A)und to have 

signiGcanGy higher overall IQ's than NLD and VLD children and were in turn assumed to have 

higher levels of academic achievement. As previous research indicates, the present study found 

that overaU, and in each group, social skills were related to academic competence with the 

strongest relaGonship existing for the control group. This suggests that lower social skills in the 

NLD group are in some way related to their poor academic success which may be a funcGon of 

their overall intellectual abihty.

Though oiGy a trend toward less social skills was found in the NLD populaGon, the teacher 

quesGonnaire employed may not have captured the true nature or severity of their deGcit. Most
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NLD children in the present study were talkaGve and outgoing with the researcher as ought be 

expected given their documented verbal strengths. Considering these strengths, the rudimentary 

skills involved in asserGve, self control and co-operaGve behavior, measured by the teacher 

social skills rating system may have appeared relaGvely intact For instance, many of the SSRS 

quesGons asked whether these children wanted to be around oGiers (i.e., cooperate with peers, 

join ongoing acGviGes), iniGate social interacGons (i.e., get along with people who are different, 

introduce himselCherself without being told), respond appropriately to situaGons at school (i.e., 

control temper in conflict situaGon with adults and peers, respond %q)propriately to being hit or 

pushed) and follow instrucGons (i.e,. follow direcGons, attend to instrucGons). Though these 

basic skills may be somewhat affected in NLD children, their neuropsychological strengths and 

weaknesses as well as their clinical presentaGons suggest that higher order skills such as the 

ability to Gexibly reference context or another person's mind state would be more notably 

impaired. Therefore, these children would not necessarily appear to be less social but instead 

have subtler deGcits in their ability to read social situaGons. If  so, one would expect that social 

problems may occur later in the elementary school years when peers are less likely to tolerate 

verbosity and social relaGonships begin to rely on higher order abstract reasoiung skills such as 

theory of mind. Theory of mind is the ability to infer another's mental states (i.e., thoughts, 

belieA, desires and intenGons), use this infbrmaGon in order to interpret another's acGons and 

then predict another's forthcoming behavior (Baron-Cohen, 1995). Inclusion of a social skills 

measure that centres around these skills may offer a more valid descripGon ofNLD social 

behavioral deGcits.

Social difGculGes that are related to Gieoiy of mind can be seen in Williams syndrome (WS), 

a geneGc disorder discussed previously and Aspergers Syndrome (AS) a pervasive
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developmental disorder in which children have impairments in social interacGon and ntualisGc 

and repeGGve behavior in the context of average intellectual skills and above average to superior 

mechanical language skills (Schopler & Mesibov, 1998). WS and AS are both clinical enGGes 

that have similar neuropsychological proGles to children with NLD, namely strengths in 

mechanical language skills and weaknesses in visual spaGal awareness and nonverbal problem 

solving (Rourke & Fuerst, 1996). Though findings are preliminary, WS and AS syndromes, are 

also suspected to have white matter disrupGon in the form of less white matter and deScient 

white matter pathways, respecGvely (Berthier, 1994; Lincoln, Corchesne, Allen, & Ene, 1998; 

Reiss et. al, 2000). AS and WS are clinical presentaGons that appear to differ Aom children with 

NLD as AS children have more clinically signiAcant repeGGve and ritualisGc behavior while WS 

children lack such rigidity but are mentally retarded (Don et al. 1999; Schopler & Mesibov, 

1998). Based on these constellaGon of characterisGcs NLD children fall somewhere between; 

namely they present with difficulGes adapting to novel situaGons and have intellectual quoGents 

that fall into the Low Average range or above.

Despite this clinical variaGon, all three groups appear to have similar social skills as they are 

verbose and willing to make social iniGaGons but theA social behaviors do not seem to be 

governed by context or another person's reacGon. For instance, children with WS are noted for 

their "hypersociability" to the point that they will inappropnately socially approach strangers 

while a child with AS w ill talk at length to another person about a subject but w ill fail to 

consider the other person's interest level or need for contribuGon. Both of these descripGons 

involve social iniGaGons but neither are funcGonal in terms of socially acceptable relaGons. 

Examining these clinical enGGes suggests that future studies of the NLD populaGon might 

beneGt by including measures that direcGy tap theory of mind.
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Though no differences were found in internalizing and externalizing behavior among the 

groups, internalizing behaviors were found to decrease in the present sample with age. When 

analyzed by group this relaGonship was only found to be signiGcant for VLD children. Such a 

relaGonship, therefore, could be explained by literature that has documented higher rates of 

externalizing symptomology as opposed to internalizing symptomology in VLD children 

(Rourke, 1995).

Rourke (1995) suggests that NLD children experience more rejecGon with increasing age and 

that these experiences summate into a higher risk of internalizing disorders. A recent study by 

PelleGer, Ahmad and Rourke (2001) studied internalizing psychopathology across children aged 

9 to 12 and 13 to 15 classiGed as either having a Basic Phonological Processing Disorder (verbal 

learning disability) or a nonverbal learning disability and found that internalizing symptomology 

increased and became cliiGcally signiGcant in children classiGed as NLD between the ages of 13 

to 15. Since the oldest NLD child was 13 years of age, the failure of the present study to Gnd 

diffierences between NLD and controls on internalizing behavior may have been related in part to 

the age of the sample. Rourke (1995) has also suggested that even though internalizing 

symptoms progressively worsen in these children with age they often iiGGally present with 

externalizing symptoms at younger ages. This matches the Gnding in the present study that 

cooperaGve behavior was the least GequenUy endorsed social skill in NLD populaGon. Future 

longitudinal studies that empirically validate the progression of the NLD behavioral 

presentaGons across the life span would be valuable for both diagnosis and treatment of the 

learning disability subtypes.

LimitaGons and Future Research

One of die more apparent limitaGons was the small sample size. Low return for the
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social skills quesGonnaire furGier limited Gndings for social funcGoning across groups. This 

small sample may have contributed to the fact that only a trend toward lower social skills was 

found in NLD children. Increasing the sample size might clarify signiGcant and non signiGcant 

relaGonships as well as increasing the generizability of the results.

Related to small sample size were the difGculGes recruiting subjects and subsequenGy the 

less stringent cnteria used to classify children as NLD. Though all children in the experimental 

group had a diagnosis of a learning disability, subtypes were not idenGGed in the learning 

assessment and instead had to be determined by the researcher. Many children recruited were 

found to be unclassiGable and failed to Gt into either classiGcaGoiL The Gnding that many 

children were unclassiGable was also found in a study by PelleGer et al. (2001) where 46.8 

percent of then sample did not meet cnteria for either VLD and NLD classiGcaGons even when 

children meeting both probable and deGnite subtypes were included.

In the present study, classifying children with VLD was straightforward as then 

Perfbrmance/Verbal spilt reGected then achievement patterns. ClassiGcaGon was not so 

straightforward with Gie NLD children as they presented with the Performance/Verbal split but 

did not always have the clinically predicted achievements patterns. Often in the NLD group low 

scores were found in the expected achievements areas but they did not demonstrate the relaGve 

strengths in achievement that were described in the literature (ie., spelling and single words 

reading) and instead had low scores in a number of academic areas. This was further 

complicated by the fact that diGerent achievement tests were used across schools and different 

scores were available for each parGcipant. For instance, inclusion of two of the NLD children 

was based on deGcits in reading comprehension together with high infbrmaGon scores but the 

latter score was not available fbr all children included in the study.
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DifGculGes in Gnding children fbr the NLD groups makes sense when considering the 

prevalence of the disorder. Research on clinical samples has reported that no more than ten 

percent of children that are learning disabled are of the nonverbal subtype (Denckla, 1991). 

Given this low prevalence together with the less stringent academic criteria used in the present 

study it is likely that children classiGed as NLD were not as pure or homogenous as the clinical 

enGty reported by Rourke. Hamadek and Rourke (1994) recommend compleGon of a GUI 

neuropsychological baGery, in addiGon, to the WISC and WRAT in order to diagnosis a child 

with NLD. This includes: a target test to assess Visual-Perceptual-OrganizaGon, a grooved peg 

board to examine psychomotor deGcits and a sensory perceptual test to measure tacGle- 

perceptual difGculGes. The present study relied on previous learning assessments fbr 

classiGcaGon and the measures speciGed above were not included. Since addiGonal testing was 

not feasible, subsequent results fbund in the present study were most likely affected by a lesser 

degree of disability in the NLD subtype. If  clinical criteria were more stringenGy fbllowed it 

would be expected that differences may become more pronounced across groups. Future 

research should include more stringent classiGcaGons.

It was also postulated in the discussion that lack of signiGcant results may have been a 

funcGon of the lack of applicability of the measures used. The research base using nonverbal 

measures of lateralizaGon have provided limited data on children and more recent studies 

suggest the inGuence of maturaGonal factors. AddiGonal research on emoGonal lateralizaGon in 

typically developing children would appear beneGcial before employing these measures with 

different clinical populaGons in order to provide an adequate comparison group to interpret 

results.

Another Ihnitation of the present study, related to maturaGonal factors, is the failure to use
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directed attention techniques. Direct attenGon techniques have been used to control (or subject 

initiated aGenGonal factors as research has fbund that right handed individuals tend to attend 

more to nght visual and auditory Geld (Hugdahl & Anderson, 1986). Likewise, recent research 

with learning disabled children that employed such techiGques has fbund that they did not 

demonstrate an REA in response to verbal material because they were more likely than the 

normal children to have atypical attenGonal shifts and therefbre involve both henGspheres in 

verbal processing (Orbzut & Boliek, 1988).

Due to the time restricGons the present study did not employ directed attenGon procedures. 

Dividing the dichoGc tests into directed left, directed right and Gee recall condiGons would have 

gready reduced the items in each condiGon, hence the reliability of the findings. In addiGon, 

increasing the length of the measure was not seen as viable because the testing session was 

already quite long. In hindsight, however, inclusion of directed attenGon techniques would have 

allowed fbr a better comparison of present results with previous Gndings in two ways. It would 

have permitted fbr a more adequate conqrarison with previous research on verbal processing in 

the learning disabiliGes populaGon and allowed further exarrunaGon of the lack of right ear 

advantage in the VLD group. As well, it may have provided greater understanding of the 

maturaGonal effects on nonverbal lateralizaGon as Pollack and Wismer Fries (2001) found that 

children as compared to adults appeared to be more suscepGble to voliGonal shifts in attenGon. 

Use of directed attenGon techruques may have also elirrunated mulGple task inGuences (i. e., 

processing the mearung and emoGon of the nonsense syllables in the EmoGon RecogniGon 

Task). In addiGon, this techruque may have reduced the natural impulsivity and inattenGon 

assumed to be present when testing children as the time lapse between dichoGc listerGng items 

would have not existed if  the researcher was directing the parGcipants attenGon. Inclusion of
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these techniques in future studies may help with continuity of research Gndings in the learning 

disabiGGes populaGon and the control of attenGonal shifts to which children are assumed to be 

more susceptible.

ImnlicaGons and Conclusions

The main purpose of this study was to invesGgate lateralizaGon of nonverbal and verbal 

infbrmaGon as well as behavioral presentaGons across learning disabiGGes subtypes. It was 

hoped that a relaGonship between anomahes in lateralizaGon of non verbal material speciGc to 

the NLD populaGon would be fbund as it would coincide with the clinical descnpGons of these 

children and provide indirect proof of the White Matter Model. Failure to Gnd predicted results 

fbr emoGonal and musical material in both LD populaGons and the control group raise the 

possibiGty of an inGuence of age on nonverbal processes. As weU, the Gndings highGght the 

inherent chaUenges of attributing speciGc emoGonal qualiGes to parGcular areas of the brain 

especially in a developing organism such as a child.

LateralizaGon of verbal phenomena to the leA hemisphere is a Gnding that has been 

repGcated by numerous studies with children, adults and the brain damaged populaGon. The 

present study's results Gt with the expected REA fbr verbal material in aU groups except children 

with verbal learning disabiGGes. The lack of REA in the VLD group suggest that these children 

when categorized based on then PIQ>VIQ spGt and deGcits in reading and spelling did exhibit 

anomalies in lateralizaGon. Such a Gnding supports the role of learning disabihty subtyping in 

the studies of verbal processing.

In terms of behavior a Gend was fbund toward greater social skills deGcits in NLD children. 

Such a Gnding matches clirGcal descripGons of this subtype and opens up quesGons, concerning 

both the speciGc nature of these social deGcits and then developmental course. Further
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examinaGon of the relaGonship between social fhncGoiGng and academic competence in the 

NLD child relaGve to the VLD child may also be of importance in determining how much the 

severity of the academic deGcits inGuences the NLD social proGle. ImplicaGons of continuing 

such research will provide addiGonal quanGGable attributes that can be used in assessment and 

the focus of treatment of NLD across the lifespan.

In sum, the present study suggests that children with nonverbal learning disabiliGes are in 

some way different with regards to then social funcGoning. The nature and severity of these 

deGcits, howev^, remain to be elucidated. It also suggests that lateralizaGon of verbal material 

becomes clearer when learning disability subtypes are considered and that lateralizaGon of 

nonverbal material appears to be prone to the inGuence of maturaGonal factors. Together these 

Gndings are a reminder of the complexity of the human brain and the many confounding factors 

related to the individual when trying to better understand the brain's role in speciGc skills.
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Appendix A

Child Behavior Checklist Parent Report (Achenbacb & Edelbrock, 1991)

CHILD BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST FOR AGES 4-18 For «rfflc® Ü8® only 
ID#

CHILD'S
FULL
NAME

SCHOOL

MOT ATT®®»® 
SCHOOL o

wx
O Soy 0  aw

AGE ETHNIC 
GROUP 
OR RACE

TOOArSOAÎE CmO*S6IRmOATE

Yf.

PI»«i*#l«ulW*l«imbiWWel)wwnAw
ntSfiit nsl 0^ .  M  !m  to print addWsnal 
«ommeme btskis saeh ta n  end In the 
tpaem proviM  on pas» 2.

MU*n»'%l»WAlTYMOP#OmK.#miNmW#»ri**no#.PtaM
li0 Sf>aeKti—tormamph,mmm»ctmnk>,t^«el«xitlmelm,lKiimimk0r,

lYPEonnomt

TvreonwOHK: _____
MifommuDoureYi
OikwtM#)____
o Nta(jL)____
o 08i«^-nait»«raMomNpt9ctM;.

Memoo M  # 0  «p»# sw«r «WM m eit Men 
to toko port In. For examplo; swimming, 
boooboN, «fcatlng. skats hoanling, M e  
riding. floMng, etc.

D  None

Compnod to others of the eeme 
age, obowt how maeh thne dost

Co#poiW leo#oioollhooom o

W@N #1 each? ObOT

iS88
Them
Awm@@

Osotege
tewe
Tboo
Oosmgs

Peer
Knew

betew
Omsogs Oosrege Obère

Oesiogs

o o D o o o o O

o o O I ] o o o o

o o O o o o o o

Compsrad to others of fho same 
ogo, about how oomb tboo doss 
M sbe «pend In ooobT

Compared to ofhsra of fba aama 
ago, how well does ImWta do each
one?

Oanh
Kite»

toes
ttteS
Ooim#»

rinsraps
teSM
Them
Amwgs

bear bslew
Mrege Oosrege Obère

Oserege

o o o D O □ o o

o o o O O O □ o

o o o O O o o o

K MowoMfooooWMiolotamoliokWoo,
mIMIss, and games, ether Hisn ipeits. Firomôobimpo,do#oheoho,pta»
oM s, earn, alnging, slo. p >  est M n ^  
IWsidna I» radfo orW .)

O  None

o.

b.

m. Mi#oololongoi#ONloo#ooo,olobo. 
#oo«o,or#ooogog#«rob#dboleo#oio.

O  Neno

0.

b.

Oompoied to othon  of the some 
ogo, b e * oobm lo bolilio hi ooolfT

boor
Know

lore
Oebre Oreregs Otem

Oebre

n D o 0
n O o o
o O 0 D

IV. Mieoog#lonv|oboorobomo)ietb«b#d
has. For « ta n ^ : paper route, babÿsKHng, 
making bed, woitdng In otero, ste. (Inokide 
M b  paid and unpaid )ol» and dliotss.)

0  None

o.

b.

Cetogomd to obioio of #m some
ogo, how well does hsMe ootry 
thorn out?
OeoTt
Know

bslew
Osssogs Ossregs Abwm

Awm@@

o o O' 0
[ ] p o 0
D 0 0 0

Copyright 1991 T.M. Aohanbaoh, U. of Vermont,
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Print
V. 1. About how m®ny eto»® Wenda (to®® your ®hlW h®v®7 D Hon® 

(Do not fnclud® broth®i« &
□  1 □  2 o r3  O 4<

S. About how many times a mmk do## your oMId do Wdngo with any friends outside of regular mohoel hours?
(Do nof Indud® brothtre ® ®!«t®rs) □  Less !(>•» 1 O  1 or? □  S or more

VI. Compered to  others ol hisAier i , how well do®® t
Worn® Abewt Aiseregi Better

a. Qet.along with his/her brothers & sisters? □ 0 O D  Mae no brothers or sisters

b. Gel along with other kids? o □ O

0  Behave with his/her parents? o 0 O

d. Ptayimdwortt atone? o o O

YIL 1. FmagaaBseidoWse peeloeammaelmaaedamlamAtaM  ̂ [71 maaaaatelteidaidinnllienabae

Otaedrabeerllersd# si#enf Med eWd Mme M a g Mstar tarage tarage Abeee tarage
a. RMding, English, or Language Arts D □ O □

b. History or Social Studies O □ O o

0. Arithmetic or Math O 0 O □

d. Science □ o D o

Other academic
subjecls-lor ex- a. o □ O o
ample: computer
courses, fonslpn f. o o D o
Isnguags, bust-
tree*. Do Bof hv o. o o O o
dude gym, shop.
.drt»si% etl, etc.

%, Dow your cMdieeeive «pedal nsmadWasrvfcw O No O Ybs ldoda#a«rylee«,eta%orataol:
or atlsnd a apeolal elasa or speddl sehoot?

$. Has your eStSdrapMM any grata? O No OYba grata sad res

4. Ma«y»iw#Mdlmd»*taddi"l»d?d*»fpioMsm*la#*M«#l? O No O t a - # leeedeecrta

WemdMdiPoopedWemoelmm
Hoe# beooe peoWomre mWedT O Me O Yeo-edreaT

Oe0#ymd«ligdlimmmifMme#eoedheM#ir#mmplgaW#fmmdiei OMe O Yt

%Mmldoire#m#yedme#lebeal|miroNMT

Mpe#edwei*e##beeltWageabeidyodr«WM:
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eetakmWdllMnitaldaMNohMrenmilyoukFwwohWmWdemoribMyM'cNMtarorNmhtapMfBmomta.plMMoW#

Sru® ol your child, drcte the 0. Please answer all Items as well as you can, even If some do not seem to apply lo your chiM.

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

2

2
2

2
2

2
2

1 2

0 m Nonyw*(m#(mr##y»iilmo#) 1 » MomewWof #omeMaee#Th# 2 » taytaeoeOMemThie

1. Acte too young for his/her age
2. Allergy (describe); _________

3.
4.

5. 
8.

Argues a lot
Asthma

Behaves like opposite sex 
Bowel movements outside toilet

7. Bragging, boasting
8. Can't eomcentmte, can't pay attention (or long

9. Can't get his/her mind off certain thoughts:
otîseselonsfdesoritï®): _____________

10. Can't sit still, restless, or hyperactive

11. Clings to adults or too dependent
12. Complains of loneliness

13. Confused or seems to be In a fog
14. Cries a lot

15. Cruet to animals
16. Cruelty, bullying, or meanness to others

17. Day-dreams t>r gets lost In his/her thoughts
18. Deliberately harms self or attempts suicide

19. Demands a lot of attention
20. Destroys his/her own things

21. Destroys things belonging to his/her family 
or others

22. Disobedient at home

23. Disobedient at school
24. Douent eut weW

25. Doesn't get along with other kids
26. Doesn't seem to (eel guilty after misbehaving

27. Easily Jealous
28. Eats or drinks things that are not food -

dont Include sweets (describe):________

29. Fears certain animals, situations, or places, 
other than school (describe): __________

30. Fears going to school

31. Fears he/she might think or do something
bad

32. Feula hu/uhu hue to bu purtuot
33. Feels or complains that no one loves him/her

34. Faute othuru uiu out to gut him/huf
35. Feels worthless or Inferior

36. Outs hurt a lot, uooMunt'prDnu
37. Out# m many fight#

38. Out#tuu#ud#lot
39. Hangs around with others who get In trouble

0 1 2 40. Hears sounds or voices that aren't there
(describe): ________________________

0 1 2 41. Impulsive or acts without thinking

0 1 2 42. Would rather be alone than with others
® 1 2 43. Lying or cheating

0 1 2 44. Bites fingernails
0 1 2 45. Nervous, highstrung, or tense

8 1 2 46. Nervous movements or twitching (describe):

8 1 2 47. Nlghtmaiu#

48. Not liked by other kids
49. Constipated, doesn't move bowels

50. Too (earful or anxious
81. Fuuladkxy

82. F#ul#toogullty
83. Ovufuullng

84. OtmrtWud 
88. Overweight

88. Mtyelo#! problème wftheidhmowwmudb#/

a. Aoheeorpelne(uefaliimechorheedeohee)
b. Headaches
«. Nausea, M s  sick
d. Problem® with eyes («of If consoled by glasses) 

(desoitoe):  ____________________
8. Rashes or other skin problems
f. Stomadmohes Of cramps
g. VomMng, throwing wp
h. Other (dssorfee):_________

FleeuuuuuulhereMe
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OmNol1hi#(#el#f*yowlinow) 1 m 2mtayThi#of(Xi*mThie
”5 Ï  2 8Â Strange behavior (describe):—# 1

# 1

* 1
« 1 
# 1

8 1 
# 1

0 1
*  1 
# 1
# 1

67. Ptiysloally attacks |
58. Picks nose, skin, or other parts of body

(desorllj®):__________________  — .

0 . 1 2 09. Plays with own sex parts In public
0 1 2 #0. Plays with own sax parts too much

0 1 2 «1. Poor school work
0 1 2 02. Poorly coordinated or clumsy

0 1 2 03. Prefers being with older kids
0 1 2 #4. Prefers being with younger kids

0 1 2 08 Refuses to talk
0 1 2 08 Repeats certain acts over and over,

compulsions (describe):

0 1 2  67. Runs away from home
0 1 2 88. Scraams a lot

§  1 2  89. ■ Sacnstlva. keeps things to self
0 1 2 70. • Sees things that arsnt there (describe):

71. Self-conscious, or easily embarrassed
72. Sets fires

73. Sexual problems (describe):-------------

74. Showing off or downing

75. Shy or timid
76. Sleeps less than most kids

77. Sleeps more than most kids during day 
and/or night (describe):_____________

# 1 2 78. Smsam or play* with trowel movement#

0 1 2 79. Speech problem (describe):__________

80. Stares blankly

81. Steals at home
82. Steals outside the home

83. Stores up things he/she doesn’t need 
(describe): -----------------------------------.

0 1 2 85, Strange Ideas (describe):.

1 2 08 Stubborn, sullen, or Irritable

1 2 07. Sudden changes In mood or feelings
1 2 08 Sulks a lot

1 2 08 Suspicious
1 2 #8 BweatOtgorobeoenelamguage

1 2 91. Talks-about killing ssif
1 2 98 Talks or walks In sleep (describe):

1 2 98 Talks too much
1 2 94. Teases a lot

1 2 98 ‘ Temper tantrums or hot temper
1 2 98 Thinks about sex loo much

1 2 97. Threatens people
1 2 98 Thumb-sucking

1 2 98 Too concerned with neatness or cleanliness
1 2 100. Trouble sleeping (describe):

1 2 101. Tmamoy, skips school
1 2 102. Underactive, slow moving, or lacks energy

1 2 198 Unhappy, sad. or depmeeed
1 2 104. UmwawaWyloud

1 2 108 Uaaaakohofordrugafdrnonmadloal
purposes (describe):-.--------------------------

1 2 108 VandaWam

1 2 107. Wata aaff during iha day
1 2 108 tUfalathebad

1 2 100. WhWng
1 2 110. tWIehas to be of oppoaWa aax

1 2 111. Withdrawn, doesn’t get Involved with others
1 2 112. Worries

118 Please write In any problems your child has
that were not listed above:

PLEASE BE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL ntM S. UNDBEJNEANY YOU ARE OONOEMNSD ABOUT.
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Appendix B

Social Skill Rating System Teacher Form (Elementary and Secondary School Form) (Gresham 
& Elliott, 1990)

Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N. Elliott

r-iractscns
This questionnaire is designed to measure how often a student exhibits certain social skills and
how important those skills are lor success in your classroom. Ratings of problem behaviors and academic
competence are also requested. First, complete the information about the student and yourself.

Student's name_

School_______

Grade________

Ethnic group (optional) 

□  Asian 

O  Bbck
D Hispanic

Date_

_City_
-Month Day Year

 state_______

Birth date
Month Day fear

O  Indian (Native American) 

o  WhNe
□  Other________________

Sex: i_ j Female [jM a ie

Is this student handicapped? □  Yes D  No 

If handicapped, this student is classified as:

D Learning-disabled □  Mentally handicapped

D Behavior-disordered d) Other handicap (specify).

Teacher's name
First Middle Last

What is your assignment?

□  Regular Q  Resource Q  Self-contained Q  Other (specify).

Sex: Q  Female Q  Male

S 1990. American Guidance Service, Inc., Pubiishers' Building, Circle Pines, .UN 550! 4-1736 
W %hts resetved. ?art ol this Quastionrtaire may be photocopied pr oftenwae .•sproduced.Thfe QuesSonnaira .vas prfntsd in two coters- 
A 10 9 3 7 S

Form: TE
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Next read each Hem on pages 2 end 3 (Kerns 1 - 48) and think about INs student's behavior during the past
month or two. Decide how often the student does the behavior described.

If the student never does this behavior, circle the 0
If the student e«neNmee does this behmrlof, circle the 1.
.If the student very often does this behavior, circle the 2.

For items 1 - 30, you should also rate how Important each of these behaviors is for success in your classroom. 
If the behavior is not Important for success in your classroom, circle the 0.
If the behavior is' Important for success in your classroom, circle the 1 .
If the behavior Is critical for success in your classroom, circle the 2.

Here are two examples:

y '  ■ tkm

How
Often?

ta r
d ta

How
Important?

WM
Importml tmportsnt CrilM

Shows empathy for peers. 0 1 (!) 0 ( p  2

Asks questions of you when unsure of what to
do in schoolwork. 0 2 0 1 (2 )

This student very often shows empathy for classmates. Also, this student sometimes asks questions 
when unsure of schoolwork. This teacher thinks that showing empathy is Important for success in his or 
her classroom and that asking questions is eritleaf for success.

Please do not skip any Items. In some cases you may not have observed the student perform a particular 
behavior. Make an estimate of the degree to which you think the student would probably perform that behavior.

FonoFnoïusE
ONLY

HowOdmr?

Social Skills

Mirer

Often?
ta Not

Important?

C A s SomWrnre Often imponant Mportant Critiesi

1 . Controls temper in conflict situations with peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2

2. Introduces herself or himself to hew people without 
being told. 0 1 2 0 1 2

3. Appropriately questions rules that may be unfair. 0 1 2 0 1 2

4. Compromises in conflict situations by changing own 
ideas to reach agreement. 0 1 2 0 1 2

S. Responds appropriately to peer pressure. 0 1 2 0 1 2

6. Says nice things about himself or herself when 
apprapriate. 0 1 2 0 1 2

7. Invites others to join in activities. 0 2 0 1 2

8. Uses free time in an acceptable way. 0 1 2 0 1 2

9. Finishes class assignments within time limits. 0 1 2 . 0 1 2

10, Makes friends easily. 0 1 2 0 1 2

11. Responds appropriately to teasing by peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2

1Z Controls temper in conflict situations with adults. 0 2 0 1 2

13. Receives criticism well. 0 1 2 0 1 2

14. Initiates conversations with peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2

15. Uses time appropriately while waiting for help. 0 1 2 0 1 2

16. Produces correct schoolwork. 0 1 2 0 1 2

C A S SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
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FCmOFFCEUSe
ONLY

HowOftsn?
Social Skills (cent., Often?

ta fW
Important?

c A s H*w Sometim®: Often Im iw iten l to p o rtim  C r llla il

17, Appropriately tells you when he or she thinks you 
have treated him or her unfairly. 0 1 2 0 1 2

18. Accepts peers' Ideas for group activities. 0 1 2 0 1 2
19. Gives compliments to peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2

i 20. Follows your directions. 0 1 2 0 1 2
21. Puts work materials or school property away. 0 1 2 0 1 2
22. Cooperates with peers without prompting. 0 1 2 0 1 2
23. Volunteers to help peers with classroom tasks. 0 1 2 0 1 2

24. Joins ongoing activity or group without being (old 
to do so. 0 1 2 0 1 2

25. Responds appropriately when pushed or hit by 
other children. 0 1 2 0 1 2

26. Ignores peer distractions when doing class work. 0 1 2 0 1 2
27. Keeps desk clean and neat without being reminded. 0 1 2 0 1 2
28. Attends to your instructions. 0 1 2 0 1 2

29. Easily makes transition from one classroom activity 
to another. 0 1 2 0 1 2

30. Gets along with people who are different. 0 1 2 0 1 2

c A s SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS

How
FOR OFFICE USE 

ONLY 
How Often?

Hsvsr

Often?

Ssmgtimes
ta

E 1 H Often
D o not m ake

31. Fights with others. 0 1 2  •

32. Has low self-esteem. 0 2 im p o ra n ce  ranngs

33. Threatens or bullies others. 0 1 2 fo r Items 3 1 - 4 8

34. Appears lonely. 0 1 2

35. Is easily distracted. 0 1 2

36. Interrupts conversations of others. 0 1 2

37. Disturbs ongoing activities. 0 1 2

38. Shows anxiety about being with a group of children. 0 1 2

. 39. Is easily embarrassed. 0 1 2

40. Doesn’t listen to what others say. 0 1 2

41. Argues with others. 0 1 2

42 Talks back to adults when corrected. 0 1 2

43. Gets angry easily. 0 1 2

44. Has temper tantrums. 0 1 2

45. Likes to be alone. 0 1 2

46. Acts sad or depressed. 0 1 2

47. Acts impulsively. 0 1 2 Go on to
48. Fidgets or moves excessively. 0 1 2 Pag# 4. " t a

E 1 H SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLWINS
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A cad em ic  C cm çeten cs  
The next nine items require your judgments of this student's academic or learning behaviors as observed in your class
room. Compare the student with other children who are in the same classroom.

Rate all items using a scale of 1 to 5. Circle the number that best represents your judgment. The number 1 1ndicates the 
lowest or least favorable performance, placing the student in the lowest 10% of the class. Number 5 indicates the highest 
or most favorable performance, placing the student in the highest 10% compared with other students in the classroom.

TOfl
OFFICE

USE
ONLY

Lowest Next Lowest Middle Next Highest Highest 
10% 20% 40% 20% 10%

49. Compared with other children In my classroom, the 
evemll academic performance of this child is:

50. In reading, how does this child compare with 
other students?

31. mathematics, how does this child compare 
with other students? /  _______

52. In terms of grade-level expectations, this child's 
skills in reading are:_____________________

53. In terms of grade-level expectations, this child's 
skills In matttermtlcs are:

54. This child's overall motivation to succeed
academically is:_____________________

55. This child's parental encouragement to succeed 
academically Is:___________________________

56. Compared with other children in my classroom 
this child's Intellectual functioning Is:_______

5 7 . Compared with other children in my classroom 
this child's overall classroom behavior Is:

AC SUMOFOpLUMM 8%op. check lo b #  sure a ll Name Iw velieeninarttad.

»QR OFFICE USE ONLY

SUMMARY
80CIALSMUJS PROBLEM BEHAVIORS ACADEimC COMPETENCE

HOW OFTEN? 
TOTAL

F-a

BEHAVlOn 
LEVEL 

P—AFpaeeAf
HOW OFTEN? 

TOTAL

c ♦ «

A + =

S + re
Totsf 

(C + A + S)

BEHAVIOR 
LEVEL

fmm 0xmm Mem

ToW 
(E + U H )

(smAppmdmB) 

SSandard 1 I Fsrusntiia
Scotai_______! Rank □ SWdsfdl

Scorn!

(m e Appendix B)

I Paresntlte I I
 I Rank I___ I

(see Appendix B)
I-------- 1 Confcfenca Laval

SC«[±___ I 88% Q @S%[]

Oonfldanoa
Band to

(standard scorsa)___________ ___________

SEJM

(see Appendix E)
~~ I Confidence Uval

Z_I "»[]
Conddanoe

Band
(standard acoras)

RATING 
TOTAL 

p ire  Fare pas# 41

COMPETENCE
LEVEL

(meAppm«SxAl

Totsl
AC

(see Appendix Bl

Standard I I Peioentita
Score I_______1 Rank

(see Appendix E)

O Conddfflie® Uvel 

"»0
Conddanoe 

Band I)
Norms used: □  Handicapped D Nonhandicapped
Note: To obtain a datallad anaW i of M l atudsnfs Social Sttffls slransltra m d areSnaaaaa, complata h> AaaaaamanFMarvamtlan Roeotd.

4
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Rating System
Grade# 7-12

Social Skills Q uestionnaire
Frank M. Qmehmm #nd Stephen N. E#oU

DlrecMon#
TNeqweeOonnekeadeelgnedkime#euieheeroSemaelwden(exNWeceiWneoolelak#eend
lM e lm poMenl #M eeek#eei#loreuooeee ln j«u rd#eemom.Re#igeolpioW enibehevkiieendecmdemb
oompetenoe are also lequested. First, complete the WonneUon about the student and yourself.

SWdenI Infomrntksn

Studenfs name Da#

School
gtMM M  M»Mb Ore Vbre

Olv Sleae

Qrmde Birth data Sex: flFem ale flM ale
MwA 0^ V«ar

Ethnic group (optional)
□  Asian □  Indian (Native American)

O  ewok O  Wh#e

D Hispanic n  Olher

is Ws student hantkeappod? □  Yes □  No
If handicapped, this student is classified as:

D LeamingHfisabled □  Mentally hansflcapped

O  Behavior-disoidered n  0#ierhendkep(eoeclM

Teacher InformaUon

Teeohedeneme Sex: riFem da F I Male
me wwa# Lest

Vlfhatleyoureeelgnmenl?

O  Regular OReeouroe Q BeHooNelned F I fspedh)

m e  1980, Amsitean Q u kkw * Servies, Ino., PuMMta BiiMng, OW® Hues, MN 5S014-1788
<eserewm#s.N,s«ie»#tai««res«mres«#rei»rt»s«Mitai»remtatwec - ■   -A 10 e < 7 e Form: TS
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Ne%(.r»#d«moh#»monp«8e#2and3(IWm#1 -42) and Wnk about Ms «kuWsbehmvIof during Ih# past 
moidhortwo. DaddahewomamthaatudantdoasAabahavlordaacdbad.

W theabidanlmamrdoaalhlabahavlor.olmlathaO.
Nlhealudanlaomaama#doaaW #bahavloT,oW alh#1.
KlhaaludantM fyoAandoaaW abahavlO f, obda ihea 

For Kama 1 -30 , ybuahouMalao lala hoar Important each otAaaabahavhra la lor succe»» In your ohmamom. 
NAabahavlorlamotlmportanllorauooaaalnyourclaaaroom,olrclaAaO.
WAa behavior la hoportaM h r auooaaa In your daaaroom,clrclalha1.
KAe behavior hortPoal h r auooeaa In your daaaroom,olroleAel

Hare are two

aeer

How
ONen?

SMtUnn
ta r
Oam

Hoar
Important?

aw
tofsrM  fmpmw C rta

Shows empaAy h r peers. 0 1 0 2
Asks «tuesfions of you when unsure of what to 
do In schoolwork. 0 (9 2 . . 0 ........1 _ 0

nss student w ry oftsn ahoma empaÿiy for ohaamalaa. Mso, this student sometlmm asks quesÿons 
wtten unsure of sehoohmric This teacher drinks that s tm é^  e m /^ y  Is ImporfanS h r success in his or 
her classroom and drat asldngtpmthns is eiltleal for success.

Phase do itot aWp any Name. In eoma cases you may not have observed Ae student perform a particular 
behavior. Make an estimate of Ae degree to wfiich you think the student would probably perform that behavior.

F o so fR csu se  
ONLY 

Hm  Often?

c!cl SIC:'5 ONan?
vwy a w

Important?

0 A S Wmr Ommere oam mmnm mammosam
1. Produoesooirect schoolwork. 0 2 0 1 2
2. Keeps his or her work area dean without 

being reminded. 0  1 2 0 1 2
3. ReapondeappmprleleKrhplqrahalegpeeahn

from peers. 0 2 0 1 2
4. M ates coiwsrsatioits wtth peers. 0 2 0 1 2
5. Vohnlaarahhahpaemonolaaaioomlaalm. 0 2 0 1 2
& Pohaly rahaaa wnraaaonabh mquaah bom oAarm. 0 2 0 2
7. AppmprlaÈa|yquaa#on:mlaaAaimaybaurhlr. 0 2 0 1 2
8  naaponda appropiWaly h  haahg by paarm. 0 1 2 0 2
9. Aopaphpeaia'IdaaahrgntopaoOvaiaa. 0 2 0 1 2

10. Approprhaaly aipraaaaa ha&tga aAan wmngad. 0 2 0 1 2
11. Receives crtticfem well. 0 2 0 2

12 AdandahyourhabuoOona. 0 2 0 1 2

13. Uses Urne appropriately whae waiting for your heh- 0 2 0 1 2
14. Wroduoes himself or heraeB to new people without 

being told to. 0 2 0 1 2
15. Compromises In oorrfllot situations, by changing. - 

own Ideas to reach agreement. - 0 2 0 1 2

0 A a sumormmmsHOomm
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POmOMMW"
OM.V

IWOW?
Social Skills (cont.) Often?

ta IW

n o w

Important?

0 A 8 Wear amrihei «tel teywitei tefirtes «riW
16. Acknowledges compliments or praise from peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2
17. Easily makes transition from on® dassroom 

activity to another. 0 1 2 0 ? 2
18. Controk temper In conflict sltuaUons with peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2
19. Finishes class ass^nments within time limits. 0 1 2 0 1 2
20. Ustens to classmates when they present their 

woikofklama. 0 1 2 0 1 2
21. Appears confident In social interactions with 

oppoalW aaitpeei*. 0 1 2 0 1 2
22. WWaoAeralololnlnaoMlaa. 0 1 2 0 1 2
23. Controls temper In oonflictsltuadons with adults. 0 1 2 0 1 2
24. Igrwes peer distntoticns when doir^ class work. 0 1 2 0 1 2
25. Stanrktto for peers when they have been 

unfaMy criticized. 0 1 2 0 1 2
26. Puts work materials or school property away. 0 1 2 0 1 2
27. Appropriately tells you when he or she thinks you 

have treated him or her unfalriy. 0 1 2 0 1 2

28. CsMves condiments to members of the opposite sex. 0 1 2 0 1 2
29. Complies with your directions. 0 1 2 0 1 2
30. Responds appropriately to peer pressure. 0 1 2 0 1 2

c A # smuts OF HOW OFIENOOUMttS

(fOSofAoe
USE ONLY 
HmOfMf

Probisrfi Bsheviors
How

Often?
ta

E 1 Nww 8a"#s»* «tem
D s n s tim to

31. Urns to be alone. 0 1 2
32. RgMswWisriheis. 0 1 2 mpwww» iwtB»

33. Is easily embanassed. 0 1 2 «or Items 31 -42

34. Argues wWb olheis. 0 1 2
35. Threatens Of buBles others, 0 1 2
36. Ta#œ back to.aduBs when ooroeted. 0 1 2

37. Has temper tantmms. 0 1 2
30, Appears lonely. 0 1 2

39. Gets angry easily. 0 1 2
40. Shows anxiety abouttoeing with a group of diiWren. 0 1 2

41. Acts sad or depressed. 0 1 2

42. Has low seK-esteem. 0 1 2

E 1 SUMS OF HOW OFtW OOtJUMNS Qoonto
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Academ ic Competence  
The next nine Items require your judgments of this student's academic or learning behaviors as observed In your class
room. Compare the student with other children who are in the same dassroom.

fWeaWbemaualno meow# o flto  6. CW# the number Ihet beet repreeenla your judgmeni Thenumberllndketeelhe
lowest or least favorable pedormance, placing the student In the lowest 10% of the class. Number @ indicates ihe highest 
or most favorable pertormenoe, ptactng the student in the highest 10% compared with other students In the dassroom.

PCS
opnoE
wee

ONLY
Lowest

10%
NsMLowssl urate

40»
NMMghsel teglwml 

« »  10%
43. Compared with other ohBdren In my dassroom, the 

oeeieB eoedemlo perlonRemoe of We ohBd le: 1 2 3 4 5
44. In MKling, how does tWe child compare with 

oBiereludiinie? 1 2 3 4 5
46. hiiie#iemeBee,howdoeeWe ohWoompeie

with other students? 1 2 3 4 6
46. In terms of grade-levei expedaticms, this d # fs  

skiHsinraMrtgars; 1 2 3 4 5
47. In terms d  grade-level ekpectaUons, this child's 

skills In mathematies are: 1 2 3 4 6
48. This child's overall motivation to suooeed 

academically Is: 1 2 3 4 8
49. This ehlkfs parental eneouragemant to succeed 

academically Is: 1 2 3 4 6
BO. Com^wed with other etdldren in my classroom 

MscMkfslntslleetuaifuiieMlngis: 1 2 3 4 6
51. Compared with other children in my classroom

this chHifs overall ctassrsombetiavloris: 1 2 3 4 8

AC ewwcpeowwN Btep. Meeee cheek *e be eueeeB Berne hee# been leieibed.

SUMMARY
aOCMlMOLL# PR06ŒM BEHAVIORS AOAMNNOCOMPenNO#

HOW OFTEN? 
TOTAL

eeetvKmUEVEL

TeM)*A*et

ReetamterRI
S t m M l  I • Feresfllils | |

Ssomj____ j ftenk |_____ |

tataeedrQ
O CenMwM LW

seitQ es%[]

HOW OFTEN? 
TOTAL

BEHAVIOnLEVEL

StemdW
Sows

tadmeerakA! ___
□  PeKSntSe 1 I

""*1___I
peeAmPmdrfo

r - -------- 1 CwMmn) Lm t
1=__I " *0

HATeW
TOTAL LEVS.

TiM
AC

taAmpenoerfo
SWraMl I

Sows]_____I Bank a
fbeeAPPmmrEI

O ConSSsnt» U*N 
68% Q  » 5 % []

OonWenc# Confkten» ConMdano#
Bmd to Band to Sand to

{«tevWmwm») Ita te d K W te ) p te W p d ta s e

i.'Totf
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Appendix C

Facial Expression Identification Sheet (Ekman & Friesen, 1975)
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Appendix D

Dichotic Emotion Recognition Test Score Form (Moimtain, 1993)

Visual/Auditory Recogntion Test
For the next part you are going to hear number of different voices. The words that are being 

spoken are not real words-don't worry about what the voices say- just point to the emotion on 
the face that is the same as the emotion in the voice.

# Emotion # Emotion

1 A S H F 25 A S H F
2 A s H F 26 A S H F
3 A s H F 27 A S H F
4 A s H F 28 A s H F
5 A s H F 29 A s H F
6 A s H F 30 A s H F
7 A s H F 31 A s H F
8 A s H F 32 A s H F
9 A s H F 33 A s H F
10 A s H F 34 A s H F
11 A s H F 35 A s H F
12 A s H F 36 A s H F
13 A s H F 37 A s H F
14 A s H F 38 A s H F
15 A s H F 39 A s H F
16 A s H F 40 A s H F
17 A s H F 41 A s H F
18 A s H F 42 A s H F
19 A s H F 43 A s H F
20 A s H F 44 A s H F
21 A s H F 45 A s H F
22 A s H F 46 A s H F
23 A s H F 47 A s H F
24 A s H F 48 A s H F
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Appendix E 

Dichotic Word Test Score Form (Spreen & Strauss, 1991)

DICHOTIC LISTENING -  WORDS 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY -  UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA

RIGHT EAR LEFT EAR

(RIGHT HEADPHONE) (LEFT HEADPHONE)
PBAGT^CE woBpg

1 . DIG BOY FEED NUMB PAD HOPE

TEST WORDS
1 . PACE TENT HAT PART TEA COW

2 .  FAME SUM BOTD FUR SALE BEE
3 .  DUCK SHIP GAS DECK SHOE GUN
4 .  VINE Z(**E MOB VANE ZOO MEAL
5 .  NOSE PRIDE TRACK NAME PLATE TRAIL
6 .  COAST FLIGHT SAKE CORN FLEET SUNK
7 .  BOWL DAMP GOOD BELL DEED GAfŒ
6 .  SHINE VENT ZEST SHEEP VAST ZEAL

9 .  MASS NINE PIN MILL NAIL PACE
1 0 . TIN CLOTH FAITH TORN CLOCK FRESH

s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s : s s s s s s s æ s s s 3S S3 S  a  Sg S5 S  S  SS 3S

REVERSE

s s s s s s s a s s s a s s s

HEADPHONES

s s s s s s s a s s a a s s s s s s a s s :

RIGHT EAR LEFT EAR

(LEFT HEADPHONE) (R ia tT  HEADPHONE)

1 1 . SPEAK BARK NEED SPIT BELT NIGHT

1 2 . SHORE GUEST VAULT SHELL GUARD VOTE

1 3 . THROUGH MAP NOTE THERE NICK

1 4 . PAL TONGUE CREAM PIG TEETH CRUST

1 5 . FLAG SEND BLOWN FAULT SAND BRAIN

1 6 . DAWN GIVE SHIFT DITCH (&0W SHIRT

1 7 . VIM THEN MINK VIEW THIS MWTH

1 8 . NOUN PAN TOP NOON PORK TAN

1 9 . COOP FOG STYLE CORD FIT STAMP

2 0 . BIRTH NECK GRAIN BAND NOISE GLOVE

2 1 .  SHAME VERB THAT SHOOT VOICE THAN

2 2 . MALE NUDGE COOP MINE NICE CORD
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Appendix F

Dichotic Music Listening Test Score Form (Spreen & Strauss, 1991)

MUSIC
NAME Amp.
TESTER; nATP n p  RIRTM
TOP Channel - R - L ear DATE OF TEST: ......... ..
BOTTOM Channel L - R ear SCORE: RIGHT EAR

LEFT EAR_.
Circle Correct Response

1. S D 17. S D 33. S D
2. S D 18. S D 34. S D
3. S D 19. S D 35. S D
4. S D 20. S D 36. S D
5. S D 21. S D 37. S D
6. S D 22. S D 38. s D
7. S D 23. S D 39. s D
8. S D 24. S D 40. s D
9. S D 25. S D 41. s D

10. S D 26. S D 42. s D
11. S D 27. S D 43. s D
12. S D 28. S D 44. s D
13. S D 29. S D 45. s D
14. S D 30. s D 46. s D
15. S D 31. S D 47. s D
16. S D 32. S D 48. s D
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Appendix G

Handedness Questionnaire Score Form (Korkman, Kirk, & Kemp, 1998)

^ mnanaeaness
.. 3te

Nmm Hand Used

L  P dn tto& eyd low one. ^ R L

IP o tth e b a l lm ia p e g . R L

3. Here's a 8qaare.% h take ÎL R L

4. Tbssitinto& ebox. R L

6. (Hand used to hold p m d l6 r  Design Copying subtesL) R L

Copyright (01998 by The Psychological Corporation. 
All rights reserved.

ThtalR: TbtalL:

iiiii«7n'i' f **iwMa H a h d # ï

. R # ^ "  Left
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Appendix H 

Recruitment Letter

To Mrs/Mr.

I  Heather McDonald, under the supervision of Dr. Chuck Netley, am conducting a study 
entitled 'The Lateralization of Emotional Intonation In Children With Non-Verbal Learning 
Disabilities", in partial fulfillment of the MA Clinical Psychology program at Lakehcad 
University. This letter is a request to allow your son/daughter to participate in a study examining 
how children with learning disabilities process emotion^y laden material specihcally tone of 
voice. The purpose of this study is to better understand how emotional information is processed 
and whether this relates to the comprehension of social cues in children with learning 
disabilities.

Your son or daughter's name was selected to participate in this study because he/she is 
between the ages of nine and fourteen and has been identified in the Ontario School Record as 
meeting criteria for a learning disability. Participation in this study entails a twenty minute 
session in which your son or daughter will be asked to complete a listening task in addition to 
requesting his/her teacher to complete a checklist regarding school behavior.

Please note that if  you are willing to let your son or daughter participate you are 6ee to 
withdraw at any time and that all results will be kept confidential and securely stored at 
Lakehead University for seven years. Also be assured that at no time in the report will an 
individual be identiSed. However in appreciation of your participation a brief report of your 
child's testing results will be provided if  desired. In addition, once the study has been completed 
you are welcome to a general summary of Ae results. If  participation in this study is of interest 
and you would like to volunteer or inquire further please contact HeaAer McDonald at 344- 
7894.

Sincerely,

HeaAer L. McDonald

M.A. CanAdate, Clinical Psychology
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Appendix I 

Consent Package 

Consent for Participation 

My signature on this form indicates Aat I consent to my child's participation in a study by 

HeaAer McDonald, on processmg of emotional mtonation in children wiA learning Asabilities 

and that I understand Ae following:

1. I am an volunteer and can wiAdraw ûom Ae study at any time.

2. There is no apparent risk of physical or psychological harm.

3. The data I  provide will remain confidential.

4. I will receive a summary of Ae project, upon request. Allowing Ae completion of Ae 

project.

5. I will receive a brief report, upon request, regarding results my child's performance.

Signature of Parent/Guardian Date

Check if:

If  you would like a summary of Ae results once the research is completed 
I f  you would like a brief report of your child's testing results

If  eiAer are indicated please provide Ae Allowing inArmation:
Name:______________________________________________________
Address:
Or, e-mail:_
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AnAorization to Obtain Record Information 

I hereby anAorize HeaAer McDonald ûom Lakehead Umversity to obtain Ae Allowing 

inArmation which pertain to:

Name of Participant

Date ofBirA

Name of School

Type of Record

Social Skill Questionnaire Teacher Form 

Ontario School Record- Learning Assessment

AUTHORIZED BY:

Relationship A Participant

SIGNATURES: Date:

You A Signature 12 +
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Appendix J

Learning Disabilities and Control Participant Report Template

LEARNING DISABILITIES RESEARCH REPORT (Learning Disabilities Participant)

NAME: AGE:
SCHOOL: DATE OF TESTING:

PURPOSE OF REPORT:

The purpose of this report is to communicate to parents Ae results of Ae participant's testing 
session. This testing session was completed by HeaAer McDonald, a Lakehead University 
master's student in clinical psychology, as part of a study entitled "The Lateralization of Emotional 
Intonation In Children wiA Non-Verbal Learning Disabilities". This report Is not a psychological 
assessment and only reflects Ae child's performance on Ae measures used for Ae study.

MEASURES USED:

Dichotic Emotion Recognition Test 
Dichotic Music Test 
Dichotic Word Test 
Child Behavior Checklist 
Social Skills Rating System 
NEPSY- Handedness Questionnaire

DEFINITION OF TERMS:

Dichotic Listening Test- This is a test that requires Ae participant to listen Arough ear phones 
and report two competing messages simultaneously arriving at Ae right and left ear. A right ear 
advantage (REA) (ie. reporting more right ear material Aan left) In Ais procedure Is assumed to 
Indicate left hemisphere specialization while a left ear advantage (LEA) denotes Ae preferential 
processing of Ae right hemisphere. Typically verbal materials such as words are processed in Ae 
left hemisphere while non verbal materials such as music and basic emotions (happy, sad, angry, 
scared) are processed in Ae right hemisphere.

Child Behavior Checklist- This is a checklist designed to obtain parent's perception of their 
children's competencies and problematic iaehavior.

Social Skills Rating System-Thls rating system completed by Ae child's teacher measures 
prosoclal skills, problem behaviors and academic competence. In Ais questionnaire prosoclal 
skills are defined by Aree subscales: cooperation which measures t)ehavior5 such as helping 
oAers, sharing and foliowing rules, assertion which measures initiating behaviors such as asking
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others questions, introducing oneseif and responding to Ae actions of oAers and self control 
which taps Aat ability to handie conflictuai siAation such as teasing as well as being able to 
compromise and Ake turns wiA peers.

Handedness Questionnaire- This Is a subtest that involves five activities completed by Ae 
participant Aat requires Ae identification of Ae preferred hand.

OBSERVATIONS:

SESSION RESULTS:

The Child Behavior Checklist

The Social Skills Rating System

The Dichotic Listening Task was completed by the participant. He demonstrated a ear
advanAge for music, emotionally laden material and words when compared A Ae study sample.

The Handedness Questionnaire indicates that on Ae activities tested Aat Ae participant has a
 hand preference.

HeaAer L. McDonald, H.B.A. Chuck Netley, PHD. C. Psych.
M.A. Student, Clinical Psychology Registered Psychologist
Lakehead University
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LEARNING DISABILITIES RESEARCH REPORT (Control)

NAME: AGE:
SCHOOL: DATE OF TESTING:

PURPOSE OF REPORT:

The purpose of this report is to communicate to parents Ae results of Ae participant's testing 
session. This testing session was completed by HeaAer McDonald, a Lakehead University 
master's student in cilnical psychology, as part of a sAdy entitled "The Lateralization of Emotional 
Intonation In Children wiA Non-Veital Learning Disabilities''. This report is not a psychological 
assessment and only reflects the child's performance on Ae measures used for Ae study.

MEASURES USED:

Wechsler InAlligence Scale For Children (WiSC-lli) (4 subtests)
Dichotic Emotion Recognition Test 
Dichotic Music Test 
Dichotic Word Test 
Child Behavior Checklist 
Social Skills Rating System 
NEPSY- Handedness Questionnaire

DEFINITION OF TERMS:

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children is a clinical instrument used to measure inteiiecAal 
ability In children. It is composed of Alrteen subtests Aat elAer fall into one of two areas: Verbal 
or Performance. The Verbal Area includes subtests that measure language mediated skills while 
Ae Performance Area Includes subtests Aat measure percepAal-moAr skills. Four subtests were 
selected two from Ae Verbal Scale (Similarities and Vocabulary) and two from Ae Performance 
Scales (Block Design and Object Assembly). These were selected t)ecause out of all the 
subtests they are most related A  overall Intelligence. Since the participant was selected for the 
control group these subtests were used as a screener A  ensure he or she was not at risk for a 
learning disability. The subtests used and what Aey measure is listed below.
Verbal Scale
Similarities- is a subtest Aat measures verbal concept formation which is Ae ability A organize, 
abstract and find a reiatAnship t)etween two verbal concepts.
Vocabulary- Is a subtest Aat measures word knowledge which is related to Ae child's And of 
information, complexity of Ideas, memory and language development.
Performance Scale
Block Deslgn-is a subtest Aat measures nonverbal concept formation which requires perceptual 
organization, spatial visualization and abstract concepAalization.
Object Assembly- is a subtest that measures visual organizational ability Ais involves perceptual 
skills and visual motor co-ordination.
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Dichotic Listening Test- This Is a test Aat requires Ae participant to listen Arough ear phones 
and report two competing messages simultaneously arriving at Ae right and left ear. A right ear 
advantage (REA) (ie. reporting more right ear materiai than left) in Ais procedure is assumed to 
indicate left hemisphere specialization while a left ear advantage (LEA) denotes Ae preferential 
processing of Ae right hemisphere. Typically verbal materials such as words are processed in Ae 
left hemisphere while non verbal materials such as music and basic emotions (happy, sad, angry, 
scared) are processed in Ae right hemisphere.

Child Behavior Checklist- This is a checklist designed A obAin parent's perception of Aeir 
children's competencies and problematic behavior.

Social Skills Rating System-This rating sysAm completed by the child's teacher measures 
prosoclal skills, problem behaviors and academic competence. In Ais questionnaire prosoclal 
skills are defined by Aree subscales: cooperation which measures behaviors such as helping 
oAers, sharing and following rules, assertion which measures initiating behaviors such as asking 
oAers questions. Introducing oneself and responding A Ae actions of oAers and self control 
which Aps Aat ability to handle conflictuai sItuatAn such as teasing as well as being able A 
compromise and Ake Ams wiA peers.

Handedness Questionnaire- This is a subAst Aat involves five activities completed by the 
participant Aat requires Ae Identification of the preferred hand.

OBSERVATIONS:

SESSION RESULTS:

The Weschler Intelligence Scales were completed by Ae participanL He scored in the________
Range on all the subtesA admlnlsAred. The foliowing is Ae a list of the scores and Ae percentile 
ranks for all subtesA completed. The percentiA rank means that the child tested, when compared 
A oAer children In Aeir age group Aat have Aken Ae test, scored Ae same or better Aan the 
percenAge reported.

Verbal Scale
Similarities
Vocabulary

Performance Scale
Block Design 
Object Assembly

The Child Behavior Checklist
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The Social Skills Rating System

The Dichotic Listening Task was completed by the participant. He demonstrated a_
ear advantage for music, emotionally laden material and words when compared to Ae study 
sample.

The Handedness Questionnaire indicates Aat on Ae activities tested Aat Ae participant has a 
________hand preference.

HeaAer L. McDonald, H.B.A. Chuck Netley, PHD. C. Psych
MA. Student, Clinical Psychology Registered Psychologist
Lakehead University
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